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SECTION -I 

INTRODUCTION 

Biological Ecology and Human Ecology. 

Ramon Margalef (1) , an expert in biological ecology, defines ecology as, "the 

· study of systems at a level in which individmds or whole organisms may be considered 

elements of interactiori, either among themselves or with a ·loosely organized 

environmental matrix. Systems at this level are named ecosystems, and ecology 

ofcou~se is the biology of ecosystems". 

Does the ecology of humans fit this definition? It does. Human individuals interact 

among themselves, and the interaction patterns are described as systems. People also 

interact with ·environmental. matrices, which are again considered to be systems or parts 
,. . 

or conglomeration of systems. These human ecosystems have biological properties, and 

according to John W. Bennet (2), they possess regularities that might form the basis of 
' 

theoretical constructions. Bennet further amplifies the statement, describing man as an 

animal who moves on earth through its spaces arid properties, consuming what he needs 

to survive, dealing with other biological species, largely unaware of the complipated 

relationship among the phenomena· that he disturbs or changes- or that may disturb or 
" 

change him. All this can be included in Margal~fs definition quoted above. 

One such related subject of biological ecology of human ecosystems is the study of 

ethnobotany. Human ecological research without details of ethnobotany of a given area, 

including the inputs of traditional plants ecological knowledge of its long time 

inhabitants, remains incomplete. 

Paradigms Of Ethnobotany and Ethnobotanical Research. 

The term ethnobotany was coined in 1895 by the University of Pennsylvania by 

botanist John Harshberger (1896) of the university of Pennsylvania E Wade Davis (3) 

elaborates that ethnobotany as a practice goes back in Western and Eastern traditions to 

prehistoric times. 
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The , scope of · a field of inquiry is reflected in the questions essential for 

ethnobotanical research. Specific questions asked by ethnobotanists include the 

following (Lanis B. Alcorn, 1995) (4) :-

(a) What plants are available ? 

(b) Why are they available ? 

(c) What plants are recognised as resources ? 

(d) What social,. political, biological, economic and ecological factors cause 

particular plants to be perceived as resources ? 

(e) How does the use of certain set of resources influence the use/ availability 

of others? 

(f) How is ethnobotanical knowledge distributed among the human population ? 

(g) What do people think about plants ? 

(h) How do they differentiate and classify elements of their natural 

environment ? 

(i) From what resource zones are plant products harvested? 

G) How are they used ? 

(k) What are the economic and financial benefits derived from plants? 

(1) How are the populations of resources maintained ? 

(m)What effect does their management have upon the structure oflocal 

vegetation ? 

(n) What effect does their management have upon the structure and functioning 

of local institutions ? 

( o) What factors influence resource management decisions, and thereby affect 

local plant populations ? 

(p) How have human activities and their consequences influenced the evolution 

oflocal plant populations ? 

(q) For whatpurposes are resources needed? 

(r) To what stressors are human populations adapting? 

( s) , Are human choices of particular resources adaptive ? 

( t) If so, how are they adaptive ? 

(u) How are human adaptive strategies affected by change? 
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(v) What changes are presently occuring, and what changes have occurred in the 

past? 

As can be seen from these questions, modem ethnobotany is concerned with the 

"totality of the place of plants in a culture" (Ford, 1878 ) (5) . It is the study of plant

human inter-relationships embedded in dynamic ecosystems of natural and social 

components. The above questions formed the basis during the field work proceedings of 

present research work for this thesis. 

The object of ethnobotanical inquiry is actually a sort of '<text" (Ricoeur, 1971) ( 6), 

the meaning of which is derived partially from the natural, social and cultural contexts in 

which that text is played out. An ethnobotanical text evolves around human community's 

use and management of vegetation. Ethnobotanical resources and their non timber uses 

in areas ofYuksom have been studied and listed in this chapter. 

Ethnobotany of Traditional Agroecosystems and Conservation of Wild Species. 

The land managed under a traditional system of agriculture usually contains many 

different patches gardens or fields of various ages containing different combinations of 

cultivated and wild plants according to the farmer's decisions and the needs of his or her 

family . The wild vegetation diversity created by traditional systems apparently functions 

to protect the agroecosystem from pest outbreaks(Speight 1983; Alteieri 1984 (9). 

Indigenous maintenance of wild resources is, in effect , indigenous "conservation" of 

wild species. Traditional farming systems often create fallows and other corridors or 

patches of natural vegetation that act as resource zones, biodiversity conservation units 

and gene banks for the regeneration of natureal communities (Lynch and Alcorn 1991) 

(10) . The study of resource conservation is an area of ethnobotanical inquiry that 

reaches into the heart of ethnobotanical text and contributes to reaching the applied goals 

of the ethnobotanical endeavour. By identifying ecologically adaptive aspects of 

resource management, ethnobotanists contribute to the development of resource

conservative, sustained-yield agroecosystems (Hart 1980, Wilson and Kang 1981) (11) . 
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The Human Ecology Connection 

Ethnobotany plays a major role in facilitating the study of human ecology. Modern 

ethnobotanical data are often used as analogues for interpreting past plant-human inter 

relationships. (Dimbley 1978) (12) . By providing data about the plants of the 

ecosystem, ethnobotanists do contribute to more sophisticated analyses of human 

ecological relations. (Boster 1984) (13). As applied human ecologists, economic and 

social anthropologists have been granted an expanded role in rural development projects 

(Barlett 1980 ; (14) International Potato Center 1984) (15), their study and research into 

ethnobotanical aspects becomes that much amplified .. 

Ethnobotany of Medicinal Plants 

One of the subdivisions of modern ethnobotany in the study of applied human 

ecology is the study of aboriginal knowledge of the physical properties of plants and the 
I 

accompanying familiarity with those components of the vegetal environment that permit 

indegenous peoples to use various plants for their presumed medicinal value. This 

subdivision is now known as ethnopharmacology (Schultes and Reis 1995) (16). 

In the dawn of human kind, the art of curing was essentially magical (Narenjo 1984) 

(17). Few plants were used and those employed were usuallypsychoactive ones, now 

known as magic or psychedelic plants. Later, empirical medicine arose, using many 

plants for the treatment of various aflliations. Scientific medicine arose much later. The 

17th century, in particular opened the doors to true scientific understanding of medicine. 

Although the art of curing was refined, plants continued to occupy a pre-eminent 

position. · Until 1930, around 90 percent of the official medicines were of plant origin 

(Swain 1972) (18). As previously analysed by many authors (Fransworth and Bingel 

1977; Von Reis Altschul 1973 ; Balendran 1985; Duke 1985) (19-22), there are many 

powerful reasons for doing broad ethnobotanical ethnopharmacological and also clinical 

therapeutic research. Among these reasons the following could be cited (Klayman 1985) 

(23) :-

(a) To rescue knowledge in imminent danger ofbeing lost. 

(b) The utility of plants in current therapy. 

(c) To find new molecular models in plants. 

(d) The usefulness of plants in the development of physiopathology. 
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(e) The wide use of plants in folk medicine. 

(t) To obtain intermediate chemicals. 

A case study of medicinal plants, incluaing ethnic group wise case study, and 

plants in Yuksom and Dzongri areas is included in this chapter. 

Applied Ethnobotany in Home Gardens 

Home gardens (also known as compound farms, homestead and mixed gardens) are 

usually the small plots of land surrounding the house. They are found in traditional 

communities all over the world, and are one ·of the more intensively cultivated parts of an 

overall farm. Home gardens are important agroecosystems and are a source of 

subsistence and cash resources. They are characterised by a mixture of annual or 

perennial species grown in association. (Godbole 1998) (24). 

Home gardens commonly exhibit a layered vertical structure of trees, shrubs and 

ground cover plants which recreate some of the features of nutrient recycling, soil 

protections and effective use of space below and above the soil surface. They also act as 

a repository and testing site for uncommon species and varieties of plants (Padoch and 

Jong 1991) (25) and can be used to spread farmwork output and income more evenly 

throughout th~ year (Ninej 1984) (26). 

This chapter includes a study on Home Gardens as available near the confluence of 

Rathong Chu and Rangit Chu in the areas ofTashiding and Western slopes ofRavangla. 

Local Folk Markets for Sale of Wild Plants/Plant Products 

Rural folks, especially in mountain regions are largely dependent on wild plants/plant 

products for their existence. The local markets are full of wild vegetables, fruits and 

medicinal plants. They make a variety of fish traps, hats, agricultural implements, 

containers and other household artiCles and sell them in these markets. 

These markets are of permanent nature in large towns, while in smaller places these 

are held on a fixed day. Interestingly most of these markets are run by women. The 

buyers are often from neighbouring localities (Saklani and Jain 1994) (27). A case study 

of Wednesday market traditionally held at Ravangla forms a part of this chapter. 
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Eating Habits : Traditional Fermented and Non Fermented Foods. 

In the Sikkim Himalayan regions including the Upper Rangit Basin there exists a 

unique dietary culture of different ethnic groups of people . They use traditional 

fermented and non fermented foods and beverages to provide basic components of diet 

·with diverse characteristics ofnutrition, flavour, palatability and texture. 

A survey conducted ran4om1y in the Upper Rangit Valley representing the ethnic 

communities of the Nepalis, the Bhutia and the Lepcha was carried out. The same has 

been ij.sted in this chapter. 

Data Presentation of Sikkim Ethnobotanical Resources 

It is interesting to note that various parts of plants, such as seeds, flowers, bark, 

fruits, rhizomes and tubers are used.for different purposes. In some cases whole plants 

are also used. An inventory of such plants, and their uses according to different parts of 

the plants for the. state of Sikkim is presented at the end of the chapter. The research for· 

this inventory has been carried out from available literature, and through field work done 

in collaboration with local government and non government organisations. 
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SECTION II 

HOME GARDENS IN UPPER RANGIT BASIN 

Introduction · 

Home gardens can be defined as the land surrounding a house on which a. mixture of 

annual and perennial plants are grown, together with or without animals, and largely 

managed by the household members for their own use or commercial purposes. 

Brownrigg (1985) (28) defines the term as, "A supplementary food production system by 
I , 

and for the members of a group of people with rights to the land, who eat meals together 

regubrrly. "Fernandes and Nair (1986) (29) state that the term Home Garden can mean 

anything from growing vegetables behind houses to complex multistoried systems. They 

defined the term as ''Land use practices involving deliberate management of 

multipurpose trees and shrubs in intimate association with annual and perennial 

agricultural crops and, invariably livestock's, within the compound of individual houses, 

·the whole crop-tree-animal unit being intensively managed by family labour". 

Home Gaidens are an ancient and widespread agroforestry. system m Eastern 

Himalayas including Sikkim. The cropping pattern changes with altitude. The size and 

shape of. the gardens is dictated by gradient, contours and terrace availability. The 

prevalent climatic condition ranges from subtropical to alpine with major area under 

temperate climate in the Upper Rangit Basin of Sikkim. · One Single spur rising 

Westwards from Rathong chu upto the watershed on Singalila Ridge experiences climatic 

conditions from tropical to subtropical to temperate and finally to alpine at the summits 

of the ridge. As such ecological situations vary greatly at very short distances which 

limits the adaptation of crop species and their varieties within a r:tarrow range. 

This has the advantage of growing many kinds of fruits, seasonal and off-seasonal 

vegetables and other commercial crops in the hills at different altitude and in different 

seasons (Subba 1984) (30). 
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Home Garden Structure 

The vertical stratification of vegetation within Home Gardens has long been 

recognised as a characteristic feature, although the variation of height within any one 

stratum has led to some arguments as to the distinctness of the various strata recognised 
I ~ 

by v~ous authors. }3arrau (1961) (31), Michon (1983) (32), Altieri and Farrell (1984) 

(33), Fernandes et al (1984) (34), Okafor and Fernandes (1987) (35), Oduol and Aluma 

(1990) (36), Millat-e-Mustafa 0996) (37) give schematic presentations of vertical 

structUres from various geographical regions and observe that the canopies of most Hom~ 

Gardens consist of strata between two and six. 

General summary of strata as found in the Home Gardens in Tashiding and in the 
I 

areas immediately adjacent on the East and West of Rathong chu and Rangit chu just 

North of their confluence is as under:-

<1m 

1-3m 

3-5m 

5-7m 

7-9m 

>9m 

Vegetables, tubers and roots including cardamom broom 

grass and flowers 

Food plants e.g. lemon, banana, papaya and broom grass. 

Oranges and Saplings of fruit/timber trees all growing taller. 

Bamboo, timber/fruit trees, some growing taller. 

Mango trees, timber trees, fodder trees and bamboo. 

Timber trees (Oak and Chestnut) and bamboo. 

. It is stressed that the above strata are dynamic and there is a constant recruitment 

from one stratum to another. 

Floristic Diversity iil Home Gardens of Study Area 

Diversity is defined as, ''Many different species and their intensity of interactions 

occuring in a small space at one time". (Harmer 1991) (38) Indeed this definition neatly 

encapsulates the concept of diversity in Home Gardens, since there is a great . 

variety of interactions taking place vertically, horizontally and temporally within one 

garden often of less than one hectare. 

Vegetables Diversity. The vegetable cultivation extends from river beds at the 

confluence to elevations upto 2000 m above sea level at Tashiding and on either side of 

the confluence. Following vegetables are grown:-
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(a) Kharif Vegetables. Brinjal, chilli, capsicum, :french beans, cow pea, bhindi, 

cucumber, pumpkill, bottle gourd, sponge gourd, ridge gourd, snake gourd, bitter gourd, 

sweet gourd etc. 

(b) Rabi Vegetables . Cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, garden pea, french beans, radish, 

carrot, turnip, palak, amaranthtis, methi leafy mustard, lettuce, celery, coriander, leafy 

onion~ garlic, leak, potato, colocasia, elephant's yam, etc. 

(c) Off-season Vegetables. Cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, brussel sprouts, radish, 

carrot, tomato, green pea, french beans, palak, leafy mustard, chayote, cucumber, 

amaranthus, leafy onion, summer potato, capsicum, · aspargus, bamboo shoots, fern 

shoots, stinging neetles, mushroom etc. 

Fruits Diversity. Mango, banana, peach, plum, orange, strawberry, jackfruit, 

Papaya etc. Apples are grown in the upper slopes ofYuksom. 

Feed and Fodder Diversity in Home Gardens. The farmers mostly feed 

animals with fodder tree leaves and fodder grasses, in addition to agricultural crop 

residues and fodder crop concentrates. Tarnutzer and Batting (1994) (38) found that 87 

percent ofthe farmers were growing grasses on bunds in agricultural fields, steep slopes 

etc. 

Fodder Grasses. Bush type fodder grasses, average per farm and percentage of 

farmers involved are given in Table No 5.1 below:-

Grass Species 

·Amlisha 

Napier 

Guatamala 

Baniboo 

Narkat 

TABLE NO 5.1. BUSH TYPE FODDER GRASSES 

Bushes per farmer (Average) Farmers Involved (%) 

527 

33 

2 

74 

3 

62 

31 

9 

17 

1 

Paljor (1998) (40) 
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Fodder Trees . All the farmers on the spurs extending Westwards and 

Southwestwards from Ravangla and Ralong respectively are having fodder trees with a 

range. of 72-99 per Home <i¥den. The different types of fodder species grown in and 

around Home Gardens are presented in Table No 5.2 below:,-

Table No 5.2 FODDER TREES IN HOME GARDENS AND FARMS 

Species Local Name. 

MAJOR FODDER TREES 

Artocarpus lakoocha 

Ficus· roxburghi 

Ficus ,cunia 

Ficus calarata 

Ficus nemoralis 

Ficus .Saemoarpa 

Saussuria nepaulensis 

Factors affecting Diversity 

Barar 

Nevaro 

Raj-khenew 

Lutey -Kheriew 

Dudilo 

Bar· 

Go gun 

Species Local Name 

MINOR FODDER TREES 

Brassaiopsis mitis Chuletro 

Bauhinia purpurea Taki 

Castanopsis tribuloides Katus 

Celtis tetrandra Khari 

Evodia fraxinifolia Khanakola 

Ficus hookeri Chbra 

Litsaea polyantha Kutmero 

A variety of factors affecting diversity in the study area came to light. The factors 

are corroborated by the literature available from earlier .research by eminent 

ethnobotanists. Mergan (1987) (41) cites personal choice ofthe farmers, but more often 

· external forces come into play. Soemarwoto (1987) (42) has listed a concise catalogue of 

factors:-

(a)· Better financial position leading to fewer food crops and more ornamentals. 

(b) Scarcity oflabour prompting farmers to grow more labour saving perennials. 

(c) Proximity of markets, influencing farmers to include cash crops to their 

gardens. 

(d) Population pressures, which decreases the size of land holdings, subsequently 

alt~ough cropping intensity increases. 

(e) Prices of cbmmodities usually cause the sacrifice of species diversity. 
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· The management skills of individual farmers . acquired empirically over 

generations, in dealing with the diversity are constantly emphasised. Most farmers 

possess traditional ecological knowledge, such that they are often able to choose the 

1
correct 'niche' for each plant, depending on the gradient of light and altitude. This seems 

to correspond to the ecological niche in the natural forest. 
' 

There are wide range of uses from gardens such as :-

(a) · Multipurpose tree crops provide shade for cardamom plantations and for 

sitting under. 

(b) Parameter plantations act as living fences, fodder and mulch, bee forage, 

fuelwood, fruit, timber and poles. 

(c) Other components provide for home consumption and also for sale. 

(d) Certain varieties are used for arts and crafts, fibres for ropes, mats anq even 

ornamentation. 

(e) Diversity of plants reduces soil erosiOn. There are two categories of 

vegetation in relation to soil erosion. These act as barriers against erosion by 

rain. The ground litter acts as surface cover against splash and surface erosion 

.due to winds. 

(f) Home gardens with biotic diversity are a valuable genetic resource. They 

are a valuable gene pool for. breeding and improvement programmes since 

selection processes, both natural and human, have occurred over the years and 

generations. 

(g) Diversity acts as a safeguard against pests and disease. (FAO 1989) (43) 

Animal Diversity 

In addition to the variety of nutrition derived from food crops, diets are. further 

augmented by animal products. Brownrigg's literature review (1985) (44) indicated that 

all types ofHome Gardens support domesticated animals. 

Same is true for the Upper Rangit Valley study area. Poultry, pigs, cows, goats, 

sheep and buffalo are supported by most gardens in the area. It was however felt during 

the field visits, that far less attention is paid to animals than to plant species. 
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Labour Requirements for Home Garden Management 
( 

Larger Home Gardens of the size upto one hectare demand half hour to two hours 

of daily labour in the study area. The smaller gardens demand upto one hour of daily 

labour. 35-45 days of family labour per year are utilised at the initial establishment of 

Home Gardens. Subsequently approximately 3 0 days of the year are utilised towards 

tending of the gardens~ 

There seems to be a clear sharing of tasks between women and men for the 

management of the Home Gardens. The initial heavy labour is done by men. Later 

women spend about 10 percent of their wor~g time on the gardens, while men work for 

4-5 percent o( their working hours. Rich farmers from erstwhile Kazi families employ 

hired labour. 

Interviews and Questionaire Methodology 

There were guided interviews conducted for checking different management 

issues for which farmer's opinion was wanted. The interviews were guided to cover the 

key topics on the checklist, while leaving room to pursue relevant subjects brought up by 

the farmers themselves. The semi-structured questionnaire is mentioned below:-

Question 1. "What planting materials do you use for your Home Garden Plants"? 

This was to elicit farmer's knowledge abq.ut regeneration procedures with 

different Home Garden plants. The relative advantages and disadvantages of various 

type qf planting material for different species were ascertained through further questions. 

Question 2. 'What are the sources of different planting materials?" 

This was to establish the relative contribution of different sources of planting 

materials. 

Question 3. 

materials ?" 

''Do you follow any criteria to select mother trees to collect planting 

This retrieved farmer's knowledge about the introduction of improved varieties of 

species in the Home Gardens. If the farmer said 'yes', then details of the criteria for 

mothertree selection and the types of species for which mother trees are selected were 

sought with more questions. 

Question 4. "What sizes of seedling are available to plant and which one do you prefer 

and why?" 
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This was to explore farmers silvicultural knowledge about different stzes of 

seedlings. 

Question 5. "Do you adopt any spacing at the time of planting?" 

This question was to gather information on horizontal arrangements of species in 

the Home Gardens. When the answer was 'yes' , further questions were asked to 

ascertain the planting, spacing and the reasons for the same. 

Question 6. "Do you carryout weeding, lopping, pruning, thinning, coppicing, 

pollarding in your Home Garden ?" 

Weeding and thinning determine the horizontal structure of the Home Gardens, 

while pruning determines how the farmers regulate sunlight in the Home Garden. 

Division of labour between men and women in these contexts was also discussed and 

answers sought. 

Question 7. "Do you water and manure your Home Garden plants ?" 

This question was posed to produce an idea of the effort given to managing the 

Home Garden. When the reply was 'yes' the frequency, quantity and calendar of 

watering and manuring, and the name of the species to which these were applied was 

determined with further questioning. 

Socioeconomic and Ecological Aspects of Home Gardens 

Socioecononlic aspects and community dynamics were closely observed. 

These were found to be important factors for maintaining the traditional systems. The 

interaction · dynamics were mainly qualitative. The social, cultural, economic and 

management aspects are given at Figure 5 .1. 

Figure 5.1 SOCIO ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF HOME GARDENS 

Social Economic Cultural Management 
Social Productivity Attitudinal change Specific 
Functions practices 

Role of Utilisation Cultural ethos Calender of 
Women activities 

Social Provisions for Social trends Decision-Making 
Relationships adverse conditions 

Social functions Working pattern 
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The aspects of human ecology of the Home Gardens form an array and an internet 

of inter-relationships. Figure 5.2 amplifies the interactions. 

Figure 5.2 ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF HOME GARDENS 

~ Changing pattern of indigenous 
~ Knowledge, viz., modern developm~ 

Indicator species~ i ~ st Pw.::mmunity 

HOME GARDE~ 
/HOUSEHO 

Traditional methods I> o1cos stem ..... r-----socially and 
for conservation 1 culturally important species 
and management 

Population Productivity 
interactions_ 

Conclusion 

Enumeration of 
micro-habitats 

Historically the Home Gardens in Sikkim have been little appreciated, but much 

used. Sikkim Home Gardens are traditional resource management technologies, that

have recently been hailed as highly productive and largely sustainable agroecosystems. 

The Home Garden is but one of a very large array of agroecosystems that traditional 

communities maintain. 

Many of the species that are grown in Home Gardens are also found in 

agricultural fields and on the fallow lands adjacent to the households. Many are collected 

from nearby forestlands. Thus Home Gardens of the Sikkim indegenous communities 

deserve to be examined in far greater detail. The study of Home Gardens could be used 

as a tool to develop methodologies for the application of traditional knowledge in 

conservation and community development. 
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SECTION-ill 

LOCAL FOLK MARKET: A SURVEY OF MODES OF TRANSACTIONS OF 

FOREST PRODUCE RELATING TO ETHNOBOTANY 

Introduction 

: A local folk market survey exercise was undertaken for the purposes of assessing 

. availability of plant and animal products in Ravangla and comparing it with the markets 

ofNamchi and Gangtok. The weekly market functions on ~ach Wednesday. 

; Diversity in use of plant and animal resources is best reflected in local markets. 
' . ' ' 

Wild food plants, medicinal plants, edible animal products and any other products of 

biolowcal origin were found to be having a very specific regional value in day-to-day life 

oflocal community. 

The market survey included· qualitative analysis and quantification of certain 

items, such as number of vendors, the products sold by them, commodities and prices. 

These were helpful in understanding the natural resource use patterns and availability of 

natural resources within the region. 

Objectives 

The main objectives oflocal market survey were :

(a) To assess the local use of resources. 

(b) To determine natural resource use patterns for specific commodities. 

(c) To understand the dependence ofRavangla locals and population of nearby 

rural folks on the surrounding resource areas. 

(d) To evaluate the sustainability of the natural resources the factors responsible 

for it. 

Methodology 

The simple methodology used for this local market survey mainly involved 

partiCipatory observations of the vendors and buyers alongwith use of semi structured and 

structured interviews. These were composed with the surveys of the Home Gardens to 

check the origin of various commodities in the market. 
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Observations 
I 

Commodities Diversity 

(a) A variety of plants, animals and other products of biological origin were being sold. 

See Table No 5.3 and 5.4 for some important wild plants available at Ravangla and their 

comparison of price range with the market price at Gangtok and Namchi. The prices at 

Ravangla are minimum, perhaps due to minimal labour costs in carting the products. 

Namchi is cheaper than Gangtok for the same reasons. The market at Gyalshing is 

quoted to be the cheapest in this regard. 

(b) These products were either harvested from the Home Gardens or gathered from the 

wild. 

(c) There was a clear division of items available from the Sikkim hill/mountain regions 

an~ from the West Bengal plains. 

(d) Most commodities were being sold raw ie fruits, vegetables meat and fish. 

Dehydrated fish were available in plenty. Fermented bamboo shoots and Rhus seeds 

were however sold processed. 

Vendors 

(a) Permanent vendors occupy the main shelters erected in the market. 

(b) Temporary vendors are allowed to occupy specific space allotted by the Sub Division 

office at Ravangla. 

(c) The number of temporary vendors far exceeds the permanent vendors. 

(d) The permanent vendors are generally Bhutias, while most temporary vendors are 

Nepalese of different castes, and Tibetans form the Tibetan Refugee Settlement named 

Kunphenling on the Southern outskirts of Ravangla. Marwaris who occupy permanent 

shops in main market do not open stalls in the weekly Wednesday market. Bengali and 

Bihari tradesmen who frequent other weekly markets in Sikkim also display utility items 

such as readymade clothing items, shoes and other household goods brought from 

wholesale market in Siliguri. Imported· items (some of them locally made imitations) are 

also on display in some stalls. 
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Table · 5.3 Some important wild plants available in the weekly market at Ravangla in 

South Sikkim. 

Plant Species Local Name Time of 

Bassia butyracea 
Agaricus S_p 
Castanopsis tribuloides 
Cinnamonum Sp 

Chiuri 
Chayo 
Katus 
Sinkauli 

Dendrocalamus hamiltonii Tambu 
Dioscorea Sp Bantarul 
Diplanzium Sp Ningro 
Elaeocarpus Sikkimensis Bhadrase 
Elaeagnus Latifolia Malido 
Emblica officinalis Amala 
Ficus benjamina Kabra 
Heracleum Wallichii Chimfing 
Junglans regia Okhar 
Machilus edulis Pumsi 
Rhus Succedanea Timbur 
Rumex nepalensis Halhale 

Spondias axillaris Labsi 
Swerlia chirata Chirauto 
Tamarindus indica Titri 
Terminalia belerica Barra 

T Chebula · Harra 
Urtica dioica Sisnoo 
Viscum album Harchur 

No of retailers 

May 5 
Jun-Sep 2 
Oct-Dec 2 
Whole 4 
Year 
Jun-Oct 2 
Jan-Mar 5 
Mar-Aug 20 
Apr-Jun 1 
Feb-Mar 2 
Oct-Jan 3 
Feb-Mar 2 
Aug-Nov 3 
Sep-Nov 4 
Jan-Feb 1 
Aug-Sep 2 
Whole 2 
Year 
Oct 2 
Jun-Dec 2 
Mar-May 3 
Whole 2 
Year 
Feb-Mar 7 
Dec-Mar 7 
Whole 4 
Year 

Ravangla 

Market Price(Rs) 

3 per kg 
15-25 per kg 
30 per kg 
30 per kg 

12 per kg 
5 per kg 
5 per kg 
10-15 per kg 
8 per kg 
5 per kg 
8-10 per kg 
8 per unit 
20 per kg 
5 per unit 
3 per 50 gms 
10 per kg 

5 per kg 
15-20 per kg 
4 per kg 
15-20 per kg 

20 per kg 
2 per unit 
5-10 per kg 
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Table 5.4 Some important wild plants available in the weekly market at Namchi and 

Gangtok in Sikkim. 

Plant species Local Time Namchi Gangtok 
Name availability · 

No of Market No of Market 
Retailers price Retailers price 

(Rs) . (Rs) 

Agaricus sp Chayo Jun-Sep 6 10-20* 8 15-25* 
Bassia butyracea Chi uri May 6 3-5* 5 5-8* 
Castanopsis tribuloides Katus Nov-Dec 7 40* 4 40-60* 
Cinnamon~m sp Sinkauli Whole year 10 30* 11 40* 
Dendrocalamus hamiltonii Tambu Jun-Oct 4 12* 6 . 15* 

Dioscorea Sp Bantarul Jan-Mar 5 -12* 6 10* 
Diplanzium Sp Ningro Mar-Aug 10 10-15* 13 15-20* 
Elaeocarpus · Sikkimensis Bhadrase Apr-Jun 3 10-20* 3 15-20* 
Elaeagnus Latifolia · Mali do Feb-Mar 6 10* 
Emblica officinalis Ani ala Oct-Jan 3 4* 
·Ficus benjamina Kabra Feb-Mar 5 8-10 2 15-20* 
Heracleum W allichii Chimfing Aug-Nov 4 10+ 3 80+ 
Junglans regia Okhar Sep-Nov 8' 20= 14 50= 
Machilus edulis Pumsi Jan-Feb 8 15* 12 20-25* 
Rhus Succedanea Timbur Aug-Sep 3 2-3++ 5 3-5++ 
Rumex nepalensis Halhale Whole 4 10* 6 2++ 

Year 
Spondias axillaris Labsi Oct 7 4* 10 5* 
Swerlia chirata Chirauto Jun-Dec 4 15-20* 3 20-30* 
ramarindus indica Titri Mar-May 8 5* 10 8* 
Terminalia belerica Barra Whole 3 20* 2 

Year 
T Chebula Harra Feb.,Mar 5 20= 5 25-30= 
Urtica dioica Sisnoo Dec-Mar 7 5++ 6 3++·· 
Viscum album Harchur Whole 6 5-10* 4 15* 

,Year 

*per kg,= oer 100 units +per 50g ++per 100g 
(Adopted from G.B Pant Institute (46) 
Annual Report 1996-97) 

. ' 
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(e) There is no permanent shelter available. The market functions in the main bazaar 

square. The square functions as volleyball and basketball playfield on non-market days. 

The Indian Republic Day ·and Independence Day functions are also celebrated in the 
,; 

market square. This is also the focal point of all election rallies. 

Buyers 

(a) Buyers include persons from all walks of life and from all ethnic groups. 

Government servants including soldiers from local military camp also :frequent the 

market. 

(b) The local villagers· demand priority is house hold goods, clothing and other items 

brought :from the plains ofWest Bengal. 

(c) Ravangla locals mainly buy vegetables, meat, poultry and other ethnic commodities 

on display. 

(d) Some individuals of both sexes :frequenting the market freely indulge in consumption 

of 'chhang' and 'rakshi' (a locally· processed fermented alcoholic drinks) and other 

Sikkim manufactured foreign liquor such as beer, rum, whisky and brandy. Beer is the 

most preferred drink with the local ethnics and the Tibetans of Kunphenling Settlement. 

Violence due to alcohol consumption is conspicuously absent. 

Role of Women in the Local Markets. 

(a) It was observed that 80-85 percent of vendors were women. 

(b) Women vendors reported that men were engaged in collection of commodities from 

the wild. 

(c) Women looked after management, ~ultivation, harvesting and processing of products. 

Men help in bringing the products from their village to the Ravangla market. 

(d) Women also reported that as a result of trading, they do achieve a certain control 

over the household economy, but it is usually restricted to using the money gained :from 

marketing for buying necessary commodities such as clothes toiletries, bamboo baskets 

etc. 

Rhythms of the Market. It is very interesting to note the rhythms of the market, ie; the 

changes that occur at regular intervals:- (Also see photofeature of market on next page) 



RHY1HMS OF ~AVANGLA MARKET 

MO~ VENDORS ARE WOMEN 
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(a) During the first two hours there is a rush for sale of items such as perishable 
' 

vegetables and freshly slaughtered meat. Marketing activities are at a peak 

during these two hours. 

(b) After this initial sale range of commodities such as dried fish, spices, poultry 

meat, fermented bamboo shoots and chhang etc become available. · 

(c) The household goods stalls have a more or less regular sale during the entire 

day. 

(d) The vendors in the market begin to thin out by 3 PM during winter months, 

and by 4 PM during summer months. By 5 PM, barring hangers on, the market 

is virtually empty. 

Statutory Framework 

The first attempt for managing the bazaar activities under a statutory framework 

was in the· form of Sikkim · Bazaar Committees Act, 1969 and Gangtok Municipal 

Corporation Act, 1975. Both of these Acts were repealed by the Sikkim (Repeal and 

Miscellaneous Provision) Act, 1985. Under this Act, the functions, powers and duties of 

the Bazaar Committee and Gangtok Municipal Corporation were transferred to and 

vested in the State Government in the Housing and Urban Development Department 

(Mahandra Lama 1994) (45). 

Strategy for Development 

The role of the informal sectors has to be recognised as a potential for 

employment generation. A state like Sikkim which ha~ an agrarian base and ample 

natural resources for development, would have to encourage the local market systems for 

its products and employment generation, mainly for the_following reasons:-

(a) The markets act as a first contact point for local residents, petty traders and small . 
' farmers. 

(b) They provide place for distribution oflocal produce and exchanging rural surplus. 

(c) They provide an opportunity to petty traders and small farmers for earning their 

livelihood. 

(d) They provide place for buying daily necessities as well as farm supplied foods and 

implements, at less expensive prices, especially to the small farmers. 

(e) They play a vital role in well being of small farmers, petty and mobile traders. 
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(f) They ~e the best mechanism of serving a dispersed population, mostly agrarian in 

nature with limited demand. 

(g) The means of transportation still being difficult, and many commodities being of 

perishable nature, dispersed market places, not involving big investment for 

development, are the best alternatives. 

Conclusion 

Weekly markets in semi-urban townships such as Ravangla and other areas of 

Sikkim focus on local demand. Such local market surveys co{lld be used to identify local 

resource needs. Such studies would also help to assess the role of existing 

agroecosystems in natural resource use and management. 

Quantitative studies carried out during such market surveys will help to evaluate 

the sustainability of resource use. Such studies can also identify commercial 

opportunities in resource utilisation, and may also be used to develop enterprise potential 

for econoniic and environmental sustainability. Local markets and transactions within 

them throw light on cultural aspects of natural resource use patterns. 

Suggestions/Recommendations 

A number of commodities such as wild vegetables, fruits and animals have a high 

demand and there is much scope for domestication of such items. This will afford 

following advantages :-

(a) Domestication will help to reduce the pressure on existing forests and ensure 

a continuous supply. 

(b) Some vegetables and fruits have a high demand but cannot be marketed 

because of non-availability of proper post harvest technology and storage 

facilities. Specific research is needed to develop post-harvest technology and 

storage facilities. 

(c) The market is unorganised. Domestication, improved post-harvest techniques 

and organised markets will help to achieve proper and sustainable resource use. 

The statutory laws could also be simplified for the betterment of the simple 

village folk. The banking and loan procedures should be made simple, and the by laws . 

be made clearly understood to the rural vendors. 
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SECTION-IV 

DIETARY CULTURE OF LOCAL ETHNIC COMMUNITIES OF THE STUDY 

AREA 

INTRODUCTION 

General 

Ecological factors to a large extent determine which foods are available in a 

culture. These factors ·include climatic conditions, vegetal zones, local faunal and floral 

diversity,. agroecosystems, socio-religious factors and the application of traditional 

ecological knowledge. 

The term 'culture' includes symQolic, social and economic factors, which in 

interaction with sensory tastes and preferences shape food patterns and influence the 

selection of foods. The collective eating habits of a cultural group forms a 'cultural 

cuisine'. The term cultural cuisine is used to describe, "The culturally elaborated and 

transmitted body of food related practices of any given culture" This includes (Messer 

1989) (47) :-

(a) The selection of a set ofbasic (staple or secondary) foods. 

(b) The frequent use of characteristic set of flavourings. 
' ' 

(c) The characteristic processing (eg chopping and cooking) of such foods. 

(d) The adoption of a variety of rules dealing with acceptable foods and 

combinations, the social context of eating and the symbolic use of foods. 

Within cuisines, people select foods to conform particular styles of eating, as well 

as cultural concepts of what items are edible and preferred, and how they should be 

prepared and served. People eat discontinuously~ that is, food is structured into breakfast, 

lunch, dinner and supper in a 24 hour cycle. The cycle differs for each culture or ethnic 

group, and also for gender and age groups. 

Dietary Structure in Sikkim 

In the Sikkim Himalayan regions, including those of the Upper Rangit Basin a 

unique dietary culture exists. The inhabitants of the Upper Himalayan belt (above 
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2500m) have common dietary habits as the Tibetans. Balance of the inhabitants, which 

form over 95 percent of the total population use traditional fermented and non-fermented 

foods ~d beverages to provide basic components of diet with diverse characteristics of 

nutrition, flavour, palatability and texture. For many centuries, the people ofthis region 

prepare and consume varieties of traditional fermented and non-fermented food products 

(Tamang et al 1_988 ; Tamang 1998) ( 48-49). 

The Bhat-dal-tarkari-achar (rice-legume soup-curry-pickle) constitute the daily 

food supply in the meal. Rice is the staple food. The cereal-based fermented food 

produ~ts are mostly consumed as alcoholic beverages. 

FERMENTED FOODS 

General 

Fermented foods are defined as the products that have been subjected to action of 

selected microorganisms in the substrates changing texture, aroma and flavour, and are 

acceptable for human consumption (Kwon 1994, Steinkraus 1994, Campbell-Platt 1994) 

(50-52). The people of the Sikkim Himalaya developed traditional food processing 

technology for preparing fermented foods from locally available substrates largely 

governed by the ethnic preference, the agro climatic conditions, socio-cultural ethos and 

religion. People might not be knowing what was going on during fermentation in terms 

of scientific knowledge, but they centainly knew what they had to do to get desired 

products. This is how indigenous fermented foods emerged as the basic components of 

diet and reflect a dietary-culture of the various ethnical groups of people in the Sikkim 

Himalaya (Tamang 1995b) (53} More than seventeen varieties ofindigenous fermented 

foods are traditionally prepared and consumed by the people at households level for long 

centuries in Sikkim (Table 5.5). These inexpensive culturally acceptable traditional 

foods supplement enhanced nutritional qualities, palatability, imparting appealing flavour 

and increased shelf-life. Some of the common fermented foods have been cited here. 

Figure 5.3 depicts distillation apparatus, and drinking vessels for consumption of 'raksi '. 
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TABLENO 5.5 lliDIGENOUSFERMENTEDFOODSOFTHESnaaM 

HIMALAYA 

Fermented food Substrate· 

Common fermented foods 

Kinema 

Gundruk 
Sinki 
Selroti 

Dahi • 
Mohi 
Chhurpi 

Sukako masu 

Soybean 

LeafY vegetable 
Radish root 
Rice/wheat flour 

Milk 
Milk 
Milk 

Mutton/beef7pork/ 
Yak 

Common fermented beverages 
Marchaa Rice, wild herbs, 

Spices 
Kodojaanr Finger millet 

Bhaate jaanr Rice 
· Makai jaanr Maize 

Raksi Starchy substrate 
Lesser-known fermented foods 
Masauyra Black gram 
Mesu Bamboo shoot 
Khalpi Cucumber 
Samar Milk 

Nature ofuse 

Cooked soybeans showing stickyness with 
Typical flavour; side dish 
Dried, sour-acidic taste; soup, pickle 
-do-
Pretzel-like, deep fried; confectionary bread 
(doughnut) 
Thick-gel; savory (yoghurt)· 
Butter-milk; non-alcoholic drink 
Soft-mass is used for curry, pickle Hard mass . 
is consumed as masticatory 
Smoked meat; curry 

Solid, dry, while cake-like starter culture to 
ferment beverages 
Midly alcoholic, slightly acidic-sweet 
beverage. 
-do-
-do-
Distilled alcoholic drink 

Ball-like hollow; spicy condiment 
Sour-acidic flavour; pickle. 
-do-
Soft-mass paste, brownish colour with 
Strong flavour; condiment 
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Kinema 

Kinema is an indigenous fermented soybean food which serves as a sustainable 

supply of low-cost source of high protein food in the local diet. Kinema curry is 

delicious local cuisine eaten along with boiled rice in main meals (Tamang 1996) (54). 

:Synonym of kinema in local language 

Kinemba (Limbu) 

· Hokuma (Rru) 

Bari (Bhutia) 

Satlyangser (Lepcha) 

Similar products like kinema 

:• 

Hawaijar (Manipur in North-East India) 

Bekang-um (Mizoram in North-East India) 

Troombai(Meghalaya) 

Akhoni (Nagalarid) 

Itohiko-natto (Japan) 

Tooa-nao(Northem Thailand) 

Chungkook-jang (Korea) (Tamang 1998) (55)· 

Gundruk and Sinki 

Gundruk and Sinki are very popular fermented vegetable products traditionally 

prepared during winter when perishable vegetables are plenty. Gundruk and Sinki are 

consumed as soup and pickle in main meals. The quality attributes tp gundruk and sinki 

basicRily depends upon the typical flavour and acidic taste. 

Synonyms of gundruk 

Gunduru(Newar) 

Mashit (Rai) 

Kandruk (Limbu) 



Synonyms of Sinki 

Sinke (Newar) 

Samchetwa (Rai) 

Thektubalawak(Limbu) 

Soci~economy of gundruk and sinki 
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Some rural people are economically dependent upon these products. They sell 

gundruk and sinki usually during winter in the local markets. Cost of gundruk is Rs 60/

to Rs 70/- per kg, and sinki is Rs 50/- toRs 60/- per kg. The technique of gundruk and 

sinki production has been 'limited to household level and transferred from mother to 

daughter. 

Similar products 

. Kimchi (Korea) 

Sauerkraut (Germany) 

Sunki (Japan) 

Mesu is a traditional fermented bamboo-shoot pickle with sour acidic flavour 

confined to limited places. The word mesu is directly derived from the Limbu dialect 

meaning "me' the young bamboo-shoot, "su" soury taste. Mesu is similar to naw-mai

dong, fermened bamboo-shoot of Thailand. 

Preparation 

In the traditional method of mesu preparation, young edible shoots of bamboo are 

defoliated, chopped, pressed tightly into a hollow bamboo stem, covered tightly with 

leaves ofbamboo and left to ferment at ambient termperature for 7-15 days. Fresh mesu 

has a shelf-life of only about a week, its pickle can be stored for a year or more (Tamang 

& Sarkar 1996) (59). 

Socio-economy 

Some rural women sell mesu at local markets. The cost of2.50 g offresh mesu is 

about Rs 5. 00 which is sold in the green bamboo stem. 
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Marchaa 

Marchaa 1s not a food but is a mixed inocula used as a starter culture for 

preparation of various indigenous fermented mild alcoholic sweet-acidic food beverages 

such as kodo jaanr bhaate jaanr, makai jaanr, etc. Marchaa is dried round to flattended, 

creamy white solid ball like starter. Size of marchaa varies from 1.9 to l1.8 em in 

diameter with the weight ranging from 2.3 to 21.3 g (Tamang et al1996) (61). 

Synonym of marchaa 

Khesung (Limbu) 

· Bopkha/Kllabed (Rai) 

Phab (Bhutia) 

. Buth/Thanbum (Lepcha) 

Similar products 

Bakhar (Noth-west India) 

Ragi (Indonesia) 

Nuruk(Korea) 

Bubod(The Philippines) 

Loogpang (Thailand) 

Chiu-yueh(China) 

Soci~economy 

Price of marchaa depends on the size. Marchaa makers are confined to the Limbu 

caste and some Rai caste and the Lepcha of these regions.. The trade is protected as a 

hereditary right of these castes. 

·Ethno-Implication. 

Worshipping Gods and Goddesses .with alcoholic beverages such as jaanr and 

raksi is deeprooted ritual of the various ethnical groups of people in the Sikkim 

Himalaya. During marriage, traditional fermented beverage is obligatory to solemnize 

the ceremony for non-Brahmin Nepali Bhutia and Lepcha, whereas fermented dairy 

product is essence to Brahmin Nepali, to whom drinking alcohol is a religious taboo, to 

solemnize marriage. Indigenous fermented foods whether alcoholic or non-alcoholic, not 

only provide nutrients to local diet but influence customs of the people in these regions. 
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NON -FERMENTED FOODS 

Introduction 

Non-fermented foods make the bulk of the diet of the Sikkimmese population. 

According to Yonjan and Tamang (1998) (64) 90.2 percent ofthe diet consists ofnon

fermented foods, while balance 9.8 percent consists of foods which are fermented. 

Traditional Non-Fermented Foods 

The traditional non-fermented foods are tabulated below (Tamang, J.P. and Tamang, 

N. 1998) (65) . 

. TABLE NO 5.6 TRADITIONAL NON-FERMENTED FOODS OF THE SIKKIM 

HIMALAYA 

Product 

Dheroh 

Phulaurah 

Khalddal 

Sidra 
Kwathi 
Kodo ko roti 
Phapar ko roti 
Chambray 
Rayo sag 

Ban tarul 
Shimrayo 
Ghario Sishnu 
Patle 'Sishllu 
Bhangrey Sishnu 
Sauney Ningro 
Kali Ningro 

Ingredient Nature and use 

Foods common to the Nepali 

Maize/millet 

Buckwheat 

Black gram 

Dry small fish 
Legumes 
Finger millet 
Buckwheat 
Rice 
Brasicca spp(Leaf) 

Dioscorea hamiltonii 
Cardamine hirsuta 
Urtica dioica:nettle 
Laportee terminalis 
Girardinia diversifolia 
Diplazium polypodiodes 
Diplazium spp.Fem 

Cooked maize/millet; staple food 

Deep-fiied, snack 

Thick dal; staple 

Roasted dry fish, achar 
Cooked sprouted legumes; curry 
Baked millet flour; staple food 
Baked buckwheat flour; staple food 
Soaked, fried and cooked rice; staple 
Fried vegetable; cooked leafy 
vegetable. 
Boiled/roasted 
Boiled/roasted 
Boiled and cooked; soup 
Boiled and cooked; soup 
Boiled and cooked soup · 
Fried vegetable, mix with meat/chhurpi 
Fried vegetable, mix with meat/chhurpi 



Product 

Tama. 
Kalungey Cheu 
KanneyCheu 
Chhwelaa 
Lhakha mari 
Siltimbur 
Chin day 
La psi 
Daile khorsani 
Thotne 
Koirala 
Chinping 
Kukurdaine 
Kabra 
Silam 
Vatamas ko achar 

.. Philinge 

Morna 
Thukpa/Gyathuk 
Shya phaley 
Chempo 
Phituk 
Phing 
Khuri 
Ph~oo 
Nya phachung 
Zhero 
Khapjay 
Quasi 

Tsampa 
Yonten 

Kasalok 
Sorongbee tulak 
Cho-nyok 
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Ingredient 

Young bamboo shoot 
Agaricus sivaticus 
Pleurotus sajor-caju 
Buff meat 
Wheat flour 
Listea cubeba 
Pentapanax leschnaultii 
Choerospondis axillaris 
Green/red chilli 

,..Aconogonum molle 
Bauhinia vareigata 
Heracleum nepalenese 
Smilax sp 
Ficus infecdoria 

Soybean 

Nature and use 

Boiled; curry 
Curry 
Curry 
Boiled, cooked meat curry 
Deep fried, sweet confectionery 
Pickle · 
Pickle 
Pickle 
Pickle 
Pickle 
Pickle 
Pickle 
Pickle 
Pickle 
Pickle 
Pickle 
Pickle 

Foods common to the Bhutia 

Wheat flour/meat/vegetab~e Steamed dumpling; staple food 
Wheat_ noodle 
Wheat flour, meat 
Pork/beef 
Rice/barley flour 
Vermicelli 
Milet/buckwheat flour 
Macroni 
Fish 
Wheat 
Wheat 
Wheat flour 
Rice/Barley 
Fried churpi 

Boiled, mixed with minced meat; staple 
Stuffed, fried mixed with meat 
Liver cooked in sauce 
Porridge withmeat/chhurpi; staple 
Cooked with mushrooms, meat; soup 
Roll with meat and vegetable; snack 
Macroni, cooked with meat; soup 
Fish baked'in bamboo; side dish 
Deep fried; Snack 
Deep fired; snack 
Deep-:fried,cookies;snack 
Roasted and ground 
Fried in butter. Looks like staple 
momo. 

Foods common to the Lepcha 

Sweet potato/yam 
Rice and nettle 
Rice, butt~r, vegetable 

Cooked roots; staple 
Cooked as porridge; staple 
Cooked as porridge; staple. 
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A CASE STUDY OF DZONGRI AND TSOKA DIETARY STRUCTURE IN IDGH 
ALTITUDE SETTLEMENTS 

Dzongri and Tsoka and the higher reaches of Singalila Ridge consist almost entirely 

of subsistance agriculturists and pastoralists. Dzongri and Tsoka have long been part of 

the Tibetan cultural world. The eating habits of the inhabitants also are quite akin to 

Tibetans. 

Dzongri and Tsoka food habits as listed by the villagers are as under :-

(a) Tukpa (thug.pa) (soup/stew containing water, vegetable oil~ onion, salt, dried cheese, 

dried peas, wheat flour and optionally meat and in summer, fresh vegetables) 

(b) Tukpa namtuk(thug.pa.nam.thug) (soup/stew containing water, tsampa(l.v) and 

salt). • 

(c) Tukpa Pahtuk (thug.pa.phag.thug) (soup/stew as tukpa, using butter in place of 

vegetable oil). 

(d) Tagyi(ta.qyi) (flat unleavened bread made with wheat flour and water). 

(e) Tagyi taltak (ta.gyi.pral.dag) (spherical unleavened bread, made with wheat flour 

and water). 

(f) Tagi skyurchuk(ta.gyi.sKyur.chug) (muffin-shaped slightly leavened bread, made of 

wheat flour and chang (q.v). 

(g) Paba (Phag.phag) (solid doughy balls, consisting of a mixture of part-roasted wheat 

and barley flour, water, salt and ground dried peas) 

(h) Skin (sKyu)(small dumplings of wheat flour and water, boiled in a meat and spice 

broth). 

G) Cha (ja) (butter tea, made with boiling water, tea leaves, salt and butter, frequently 

consumed with tsampa. 

(k) Tsampa (tsam.pa)(ground roasted barley grains, occasionally with ground roasted 

dried pea). 

(1) Kolakh (ka./ag)(solid doughy balls, consisting of a mixture oftsampa (q.v) and cha 

(q.v). or tsiri (q.v). 

(m) Chang (chang) (a mild 'beer', made by fermentation ofbarley grains) 

(n) Tsiri (tsi.rlj(watered down chang (q.v)). 
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(o) Das(bras) (rice) 

(p) Dasil(bras.silj(rice, with melted butter and sugar). 

a.lu (J?atatoesl 

nyung.ma (turnip) 

gobi (cabbage). 

(q) Saraktuman (sa.rag.tur.man) (carrot) 

Ia. bug (radish) 

lo.ma (radish leaves) 

sran.ma (peas) 

(r) Monio (mog.mog) (dough ball (wheat flour), filled with a mixture of meat, onion, 

spices and salt, and steamed). 

(s) Oma (ao.ma) (milk). 

(t) Tara (ta.ra)(buttermilk) 

(u) Labo (/a.bo)(fresh cheese) 

(v) Churpi(chur.pe) (dried cheese) 

yos (roasted whole barley grains) 

tsa.mig (mixture of chili seeds, salt fresh chopped onion 

and radish leaves, and buttermilk; usually eaten with paba) 

pha.titzg (Apricots) 

ka.ra (sugar) 

mar (butter, from milk of drimo (female yak) or dzomo (female yak cow hybrid) 

jo (yogurt) 

tsong (onion) 

· pemar (soild doughy balls, made as kolakh (q.v) with the addition of cheese and sugar 

and butter) 

tso.chu(thickened broth, made by addi salt, spices, water and a little meat to small amout 

ofpaba (q.v)). 

Chub.tsos (small dumplings of wheat flour and water, boiled in a broth with spices and 

stalt) 
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Conclusion 

This section of the chapter on ethnobotany of the Upper Rangit Basin inhabitants has 

reviewed the factors and structures of their dietary habits. The food intake of the 

populace also largely depends upon the economic conditions of individuals . 

Availability of food in the environment and the relative cost, both in money and time of 

acquiring and then processing are different for different classes of people. The over all 

dietary concept however remains common. 
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SECTION-V 

ETHNOBOTANY OF MEDICINAL PLANTS IN 

THE STUDY AREA 

Medicinal chemists working on plants in search of pharmacologically active 

principles, select for their investigations plants with known biological activity. For this 

· information, they are indebted to nameless discoverers from long ~ast ages. It may well · 

be, that the knowledge was acquired empirically in the course of searching for food in the 

. vegetable kingdom, or, as it is often supposed, that the first human beings were endowed 

with instincts that enabled them to recognise the curative properties of plants, and to 

make use of them. 

This knowledge became the lore of folk medicine. In culturally highly developed 

countries, these medicinal plants were recorded in comprehensive herbals as in the case 

of Ayurveda in India. In the primitive societies including the societies of Tibet and 

higher Himalayas, the knowledge and use of vegetable drugs remained hidden in the 

hands ofhealers or shamans. (Albert Hoffinann 1985)(67). 

Himalaya harbours about 500 species of medicinal plants and these are used for 

.. curin~ illness from time immemorial. Mythology reveals that the life saving drug 

"Sanjivani" was taken from the Himalaya by 'Hanuman' on the direction of a celestial 

physiCian 'Dhanvantari' and saved the life of a Lakshman as narrated in the epic 

Ramayana, The ethno-cultural diversity in the Himalaya is quite pronounced, and folk 

medicinal practices of each group are expected to have been evolved in parallel using the 

medicinal plant species. Some of these folk medicinal practices have been 

institutionalised, viz, Chagpori Tibetan Medicinal practice, while a majority of them have 

remained unknown to the world at large. The herbal medicinal resources have been 

extracted for modern medicinal uses in the recent years at a large scale from all over the 

Himalaya. Sikkim Himalaya is very rich in the diversity of these ·plants (Purohit 

1994)(68). 
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Within Sikkim and Datjeeling hills a number of institutions and individuals are 

engaged in research and practiced applications of the medicinal plants. These include 

departments of Science and Technology, Forest and Agriculture, Government of Sikkim, 

the Amji clinic and STNM Hospital Gangtok. Chagpori Tibetan Medical Institute, 

Datjeeling and Saint Alphonsus Social and Agricultural Centre. Kurseong conduct 

constant applied research and training in medicinal plants. 

Medicinal Plant Trial by Forest Department Sikkim 

The 'Minor Forest Produce' division of the Forest Department, Government of 

Sikkim, has beeJl running a field trial programme over the medicinal plants and herbs of 

Sikkim since 1991. A total of 20 trial plots are operated . in Sikkim of which, the 

following are located in the Upper Rangit Basin in West and South districts of 

Sikkim(Rai and Sharma 1994) (69) :-

(a) Ralong (South District) 

(b) Chingthang (West District) 

(c) Yuksom Salap (West District) 
' 

(d) Y apdang Karzi (West District) 

(e) Dzongri (West District) 

The total trial plot area in Sikkim covers 600 hectares where different kinds of 

herbs have been tried. In Upper Rangit Basin the plots works commenced in years 1991-

92 and 1992-93 in Dzongu, Ravangla and Yuksom. 

Medicinal Plants in Dzongri, Yuksom and Bakhim 

The Forest Department of Sikkim in collaboration with G.B. Pant Institute of 

Himalayan Environment & Development, Sikkim and The Mountain Institute, Franklin, 

USA undertook a research in the areas of Yuksom, Dzongri and Bakhim. Medicinal 

plants identified during the course of the research are listyd below :-

(a) Swertia Chirata , Chirota (Np), Sunghing (Lm), Teeka, Rungkeen(Lp), 

Kanban\\lai( Gn). 

Descritpion : Stem robust 6 to l.Sm branching tree except near the top. Leaves broadly 

lanceolate 10cm-x 3.8cm acute 5 nerved. Bluish green. 
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Habitat: Temperate Himalaya 1225m to 3000m. Mostly occurring as undergrowth or in 

slightly open areas. It is found in small quantity in Yuksam, on account of over 

exploitation in the past. 

Uses : The plant is bitter, cooling, anthelmentic, antipyretic, antiperiodic, laxative, 

galactagogue,cures thirst, biliousness, leucoderma, in:flahunation, burning snesation, pain 

in the body, urinary discharges, ulcer, asthma, bronchitis, leucorihoea, piles, bad taste in 

the mouth, good for vomiting in pregnancy,(Ayurveda). 

(b) Rubia Cordijilia, Pandhu(Lm), Chee(Sk,Bh), Vhyem(Lp), Rang pie (Gn). 

Description : Perennial, herbaceous, climbing, roots very long, cylindrical, with a thin red 

bark, stem long rough, grooved. Branches scandent by means of numerous divaricate 

branchlets and petiole, quadrangular sometimes prickly on the angles, glabrous shining. 

Leaves 3.8 to 9cm by 1.5 to 3.5 em in whorl of 4. Ovate, acute, lower leaves larger than 

the upper. Scrabid 5 nerved from the base. Matured plants look yellow. 

Habitat : 1 OOOm to 2000m altitude. Mostly on open wasteland, in between openings of 

forest climbing on bushy trees, shrubs etc. Very common in Yuksam. 

Uses : It produces a fast colour. In Yuksam one Gurung family has used this species to 

dye carpet made of lamb wool. The root is sweet, bifter, acrid, heating alexiteric, 

antiphyretic, analgesic and anthelmintic, imprves the voice and the complexion, cures 

diseases of uterus, the vagina, the eye, the ear, the blood, leucoderma, drysipelas, ulcer, 

urinary discharges, jaundice, piles. The leaves are sweet. Increases appetite, the fruit is 

considered a cure to diseases of spleen. 

(c) Heraclcum nepalense , Chumping (Np), Chumphing(Sk, Bh), Sembem(Lp), 

Sidhumwai (Gn). 

Description: 60 to150 em sparingly pubescent pinnae, often 7.5 to 10cm deeply lobed or 

pinnatifid serrate. Outer flowers of the radiant or not, Dorsal intermediate ridges hardly 

excurrent wing broad with a prominent marginal vitta. Flowering in rains and fruiting in 

early cold weather. 

Habitat : Hills 1550m to 3600m. Available in Yuksam, in forest as well as cultivated 

areas. 

Uses : The fruits are made into pickles, Also used as an anti-typhoid treatment. Used by 

local people for nausea and vomiting. 
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(d) Astilbe rivularis Ham, Buro Okhati(Np), Kapoba sidda(Lm), Kharta (Sk, Bh), 

Tungrok supri(Lp ), Bejey mwai(Gn). 

Description ·: Stem and leaves with long fulvous baris, specially about base of the 

·petioles. Leaflets 2.5 to lOcm, ovate, acuminate often cordate at the base. Rachis of 

p,anicle wooly pubescent and brown villous, pedicle shoots with a small brat at the base. 

Habitat : Temperate Himalaya 1200m to 2150m also cultivated in Yuksom by Forest 

Department in MFP nursery. 

Uses : The rhizomes are collected and dried and preserved. Che~ed as areca nut. Also 

boiled with milk and taken to get relief from body pain etc. . 

(e) Kaempfera rotunda Linn, Bhui Champa(Np), Samphala(Gn). 

Description: Rootstock tubrous With large erect oblong, ovate-lanceolate leaves 30x7.5-

1 Ocm usually variegated with darker and light green above and tinged purple beneath. 

Flower fragrant, borne 2.5 to 7.5cm from the ground only in a crowed radical spike but 

only 1 to 2 opening at a time. 

Uses : The tubers are used as poultice in fracture and also, healing swelling. Whole plant 

reduced to powder and used in the form of ointment in healing fresh wounds. If taken · 

· internally it is considered to remove coagulated blood or purulent matter. that may be 

within the body. Local people use this with mistletoe, rhizome of buro-okhati to treat 

fractured bones. 

(f) Saxifraga ligulataWall, SynBergenta ligulata bet(Np), RimeyMwai(Gn) 

· Description · : A prennial herb. Root stock very stout. Stem short thick fleshy, 

procumbent. Leaves ovate or round 5-15 em long at the time offlowering attaining 30cm 

· or more and turning bright red, cordate, entire fringed with short stiffs hairs. Both 

sutfaces hairy. Flowers white, pink or purple. 

Habitat: Temperate Himalaya uptot 3000m. Grown in the garden and~ stones walls in 

Yuksom. 

Uses : The root is bitter and acrid, cooling laxative, analgesic, useful in tridosha, piles, 

tumors, strangury, vesicular, calculi, urinary, discharge, heart diseases, spleen 

enlargement, ulcer, diseases ofbladder, and diseases oflungs(Ayurveda). 

The root is used as a tonic in fever, diarrhea and cough. It is also given for dysentery by 

the local people. 
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(g) Piper longum (Np), Kanteen(Lp), Chi Phala (Gn). 

Description : Rootstock erect, thick, jointed branched, stem numerous, Leaves numerous 

6-9cm, lower ones broadly ovate, upper ones oblong oval coradate at base. Dark green 

and shining above, pale and dull beneath. 

Habitat: Grows upto 600m in the foot.Qills. Found on rock and stones in Yuksom. 

Uses : The root is pungent, healing, stomach, laxative, anthelmintic, carminative, 

improves appetite, useful in bronchitis, abdominal pains, diseases of spleen, tumors etc. 

The ripe fruit is sweetish, pungent, healing, stomachic, aphrodisiac, alternative, laxative, 

anti-diarrhoeatic, anti-dysenteric, useful in bronchitis, abdominal complaints, fever, 

leucoderma, urinary discharges, tumours, piles, diseases of spleen inflanuilation, leprosy, 

insomnia, jaundice, hiccough, tuberculosis glands etc. 

(h) Rhododendron arbocum , Gurans (NP), Thok Pheklapung (LM) Ado Mitho (Sk, 

Bh), Olgya Taha (Gn). 

Description : A small evergreen tree which attains girth upto 1.5 m and height of 8m. 

Bark pinkish brown, rough exfoliating in thin flakes. Blaze white or pinkish. Young 

·shoot clothed with while scale. Leaves 7.5 to 15cm by 3.5 to 5.0 em crowded towards 

the end elliptic oblong acute at both glabrous above, rusty tomentose or with a dense 

silvery film of minute hairs. Flowers of February in warmer place and March-April in 

higher altidue. Colour crimson or pink. 

Habitat : Outer Himalayan 1500 m to 3300m. It is also cultivated in Yuksom. 

Uses: Wood is made into Khukuri handle and pack saddles, also good fuel. Flower is 

sour collected and dried for using as a cure for dysentery. Many preserve the flower 

petals as deobstruent of fish spine. The flower petals are also brewed into a local wine 

for using in stomach trouble. 

G) Oraxylum indicum, Totala (Np ), Paksam (Sk, Bh), Poksum (Lp ), Koko Mhendo (Tm) 

Description : A small soft wooded deciduous tree bark silvery grey or brown when 

ma~red, corky. On stem and branches there are distinct heart shaped scar of fallen leaf 

pinnate. Leaflets ovate, acuminate blade 10-12 em x 7-lOcm. Petiole short Flowers in 

May-June. Fruits in winter (December-January) are prominent when the tree is leaflets. 

Long broad sword shaped with many light wringed seeds inside in 2 septa. 
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Habitat : Throughout India in sub-Himalaya it grows upto 1000 m. This is not seen in 

Yuksom but can be grown. 

Uses : The flowers are edible as vegetable. Root bark is acrid, cooking , 

aphrodisiactonic, increases appetite useful in billiosness, fever, bronchitis, intestinal 

worms, vomiting dysentery, asthma,, inflammation, anal troubles. The stem bark is .also 

extensively collected to be used as lever tonic, endangering the existence of this species. 

The fruit is an expectorant and improves appetite, also useful in leucoderma under Unani 

Medicine. The seed i& used extensively by Buddhists as flowers. The local people use 

the seed for curing pneumonia. The dry food is also in great demand as decorative. 

(k) Plantago major, Nasey Jhar (Np). 

Description: A perennial herb with an erect stout root stock. Leaves alternate, radical2.5 

. to 12.5 em long of variable width, ovate or oblong, obtuse or sub acute entire or toothed 

nearly glabrous tapering and ducurrent into the petiole. 3 to 7 nerved petiole upto 10 em 

sheathing at the base. Flowers scattered or crowded in long slender rather lax spikes 5-15 

em long. 

Habitat : This was found at 1750m height in the MFP Nursery ofForest Department in 

Yuksom. 

Uses : The plant is useful in rheumatism and gripping pain of bowels. The leaves and 

root are astringent and used in fever. Seeds useful in dysentery. 

(I) Polygala arillata , Marcha (Np ). 

Description : An erect pubescent or nearly glabrous shrubs 1 to 2.3 m high. Leaves 10-

15 em x 2 to 6 em lanceolate or elliptic oblong acuminate petiole 10 to 12 mm. Flower 

usually in panicled raceme 2 lower sepais large like wings, ovate and red purple, corolla 

yellow, capsule 12 to 20 mm broad-reniform, rather fleshy. 

Habitat: Yuksam 600m to 1800m. 

Uses : The root is used to make yeast. 

(m) Solanum xanthocarpum Jungli bihi (Np). 

Description : A very prickly diffuse bright green perennial herb, stem somewhat zigzag. 

Younger branches clothed with dese stellate tomentum. Prickles straight yellow. Leaves 

5-10 by 2.5 to 6 em ovate or elliptic. Stellately hairy on both sides. Glabrous when old. 
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Base usually rounded and unequal sided. Petiole 1.3 to 2.5 em long stellately hairy and 

prickly. 

Habitat : This was found on the road to Dubdi Monastery.· 

Uses : Root is useful in bronchitis, asthma, fever, strangury, lumbago, pains, piles, 

thirst, urinary conceretions and heart diseases. The fruit improves appetite, good in heart 

diseases, asthma, fever and anthelmentic. Locally the seeds ar~ burnt and its smoke 

applied for toothache. Believed to remove the germs and therby relief from the 

toothache. 

(n) Aremisia vulgaris, Titepate (Np), Taknyel(Lp), Pati Kamba (Gn). 

Description: Perennnial shrub, aromatic 0.6 to 2.4 m high, paniculately branched. Lower 

leave 5.10 by 2.5 to 5 em petiole. Ovate in outline. Upper leaves smaller 3 feet or 

entire lanceolate. 

Habitat: In open areas of forest and waste land in Yuksom. Also along road side. 

Uses : lt is valuable treatment for stomach· complaints and used deobstruent and 

antispasmodic. It is prescribed in infusion and electuary in cases of obstructed menses 

and hysteria. Its fomentation is applied on skin diseases and foul uncer. The juice is 

applied on the head of children to prevent convulsion. The leaves and tops are given in 

nervous and spasmodic affections connected with debility in asthma and diseases of 

brain. The local parctitioner of herbal mediciner of Dosthang village applies hot 

fomentation of black stemmed. Titepate called kala Titepate for treating cataract on 

eyes. 

Local Ethnic Practices 

Though different ethnic groups inhabit the Upper Rangit Basin, the different 

systems of herbal package found here are broadly of two types - The Nepalese Systems 

and the Tibetan System. The Lepchas, though found to be using a number of herbs, are 

more inclined towards the use of animals as medicinal resources(Rai and Sharma, 

1994(70). 
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Nepali System of Herbal 

Deeply seated in its antiquity but very thinly documented the Nepali system of 

herbal survives today as Jaributi or just simply as Pahaday dabai. The practice of herbal 

medicine has in its true nature, not yet attained a system status in itself as in the case with 

Tibetan Medicine. Collection of the jaributi herbs, its use and affecting a sale in . the 

market can hardly pe acclaimed as a system but nevertheless a small-scale system 

difinitely is found operating. It is certain that the advent of allopathic 'pill culture' have 

wrested the glory and to a greater extent the usage of jaributi in the hills, however, 

romance and attraction still lingers and at every hat hazar a few jaributi peddlers still 

manage a brisk business. 

Most of the herbs used in the system is similar to the Tibetan system. As because 

it is not an organised system the jaributi system has to bring up the several disjointed 

threads together to get a proper status. At present the system survives at the peddler level 

and at some villages where each roof keeps a few jaributi at its backyard for future use. 

Some ofthe major plants used in the jaributi, and 'recipes' are given below:-

Name 

Harchur 
Rami 
Barra 
Jethi madhu · 
Kuthki 
Majhiphal 
Chhatiwan (bark) 

.Phachyeng 
Haledo 
Pangra.(kemel) 
Blimbira (root) 
J atarn:ashi 
Panchaunlay 
Padamchal 
Pakhanbhed 
Nagesori 
Kali ningro (root) 
Rach bita 
Indrajau 

. Usage 

Bone fracture 
Cough 
Cough 
Pneumonia, cough 
Shivering fever 
Tonsilitis (with warm water) 
Diabetes 
Jaundice (with brandy) 
(with Phachyeng) Bums 
Mumps 
Worms in children 
Cuts 
Bodyache, heart conditions 
Blood clot/swellings 
Oral inflammation/infection 
inflammation & septic contions 
Dysentery 
Colic conditions 
Recurring fever & vomiting · 
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Lepcha System 

. Interestingly. enough it seems that no Lepcha herbal system exists at the present. 

This is in outright contrast to the fact that almost all the plants of the region are identified, 

named and thus known to Lepchas from a vast period in history. The use of animals as a 
form pf 'zootherapy' is quite popular as well as pronounced with the Lepchas in which 

all types, from bear to fox are used. (Rai and Sharma 1994) (71). 

Tibetan herbal system 

Tibetan medicines hardly ever use a single plant as a prescription. Normally a 

composition is made out fro1n: different medicinal herbs to treat a certain disease. It is out 

' of the singular belief that the process would derive the optimal medicinal advantage 

~dlor to identifY any toxins therein. The Tibetan medical practitioner in Ravangla has a 

brisk business in the Tibetan Refugee Settlement and Ravangla market. 

Tibetan medical prescription usually comes in the form of powder and different 

form of extracts, much in contrast to medicine of Nepalese where the. prescription 

normally is unprocessed plant product and comes in all of its natural shape, size, colour 

and form (such as bark, twigs, fruits, leaves, seeds, etc). 

: Spirituality is undoubtedly the mainstay of Tibetan Medicine of which Chogpori 

Tibetan Medical InStitute is a perfect example. The system with its deep roots in ancient 

Tibet: where spirituality dominated the scene for long and socio-economic ramification 

was attached with the Dharma, the medicine system was not an exception, it being 

origin,ating from the pivotal point namely the sacred Potala and various monasteries. But 

. ~he 'general practitioner' of Tibetan Medicine at present relies more on both, plants and 

spirituality. 

It is known that usually in the Tibetan system plants are mixed together to make a 

prescription compound and so act in a synergistic way, but information on this aspect so 

far is eluding. Also, the system uses, apart from herbs, different physical additives (gold 

pearls, minerals, etc) in various prescriptions. (Rai and Sharma 1994) (72). 
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No single sector, private or public can undertake the conservation of medical 

plants alone . The job requires a team effort involving a wide range of disciplines at 

institutions (IUCN, WHO and WWF 1993) (73). 

According to IUCN, the experts most needed for a programme of conservation 

and sustainable utilization of medicinal plants, would include the following :-

(a) Agronomists :To improve techniques for cultivating 

(b) Conservation Campaigners 

(c) Ecologists 

(d) Ethnobotanists 

(e) Health Policy -makers 

(f) Horticulturists 

(g) Legal Experts 

(h) ParkManagers 

(j) Park Planners 

• 
(k) Pharmacognosists 

(1) Plant Breeders 

medicinal plants. 

To persuade the public of the need to 

conserve medicinal plants. 

To understand the ecosystems in which 

medicinal plants grow, 

To identify the use of plants as medicines 

in traditional societies. 

To include conserVation and utilization of 

medicinal plant in their policy and 

planning 

To cultivate the medicinal plants. 

:To develop effective legal mechanisms that 

ensure that collection of medicinal plants 

is at levels that are sustainable. 

To conserve medicinal plants within their 

and reserves 

: To ensure the park and reserve system· 

contains he maximum diver~ity of 

medicinal plants 

: To study the application of medicinal 

plants. 

: To breed improved strains of medicinal 

plants for cultivation. 
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(m) Plant Genetic Resource: To assess and map the genetic variation of medicinal 

Specialists plants and maintain seed banks of medicinal piants. 

(n) Plant Pathologists : To protect the cultivated medicinal plants from 
. . 

pests and diseases without using 

dangerous chemicals: ' 

· (o) Religious Leaders :To promote a respect. for nature. 

(p) Resource economists :To evaluate the patterns ofuse and the economic 

value of medicinal plants. 

(q) Seed Biologists To understand the gei.mination and storage·· 

requirement of the seed of different 

medicinal plants. 

(r) Taxonomists 

(s) Traditional Health. 

Practitioners 

To identify the medicinal plants accurately. 

To provide information on the uses and availability 

of medicinal plants. 

Policy .Planning . ( IUCN, WHO and WWF (1993) (74) suggested following 

measures for policy planning :-

(a) The state should identify and support one or more institutions to plan, coordinate and 

implement ethnobotanical surveys. 

(b) The selected institutions should implement a state programme of surveys on ·the use 

of plants for medicinal purposes in traditional societies. 

(c) The data on ethnobotany should be catalogued and analysed but only disseminated in 

such a way that the communities providing the data would rec(;{ive benefits from any 

commercial use of the information. 

(d) The ministry of Health should incorporate proven traditional remedies into state 

programmes of Primary Health Care. 

(e) Traditional Health Practitioners should constitute themselves into state and national 

bodies. 
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(f) The State should have an adequ~te herbarium with a botanical library, so that plant 

material can be adequately indentified and stored within the state and a cadre of well 

trained botanists able to identify plants, who can staff the herbarium and other botanical 

institutes and departments. 

(g) Botanical institutions should make a catalogue of all the plant species used for 

medicinal purposes in the state :-

Conclusion 

(i) Its scientific (Latin) name, and its vernacular name. 

(ii) Its geographical distribition. 

(iii) Its scarcity or abundance, population size and conservation status 

(iv) Its habitat. 

(v) Description ofthe part ofthe plant used (e.g. stem or leaf) and how 

collected. 

(vi) Its use in medicine, traditional or otherwise. 

(vii) Its occurrence in protected areas. 

(viii) Whether cultivated or not, and the availability and location of ex situ 

germplasm. 

Good health and conservation of diversity of the medicinal plants would help the 

traditional ethnic folks retain their generations old traditional ecological knowledge. It is 

the prime duty of the state goverment and the educated intellecturals to help retain this 

important aspect. 
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SECTION-VI 

NON-TiMBER FOREST PRODUCTS IN YUKSOM: A SURVEY 

General Description ofYuksom 

Location and Terrain. Yuksom is bound on its NW and SW by Rathang Chu. 

Its lowest altitude at the Rathang Chu is about 700m which goes upto 3000m in the 

forest situated above Yuksom. The habitation is mostly on the spurs and gentle slopes. 

There is one village called Ramjithang which in Lepcha means the deposit of landslide. 

The area is steep to precipitous except the spurs and the main Yuksom, Khyontey and 

Norbugang. Most of the natural forests up to 1800m are converted into settlements. 

Easier slopes wherever available are under cultivation, and steeper, rocky areas covered 

with either secondary growth or bamboos. Areas where paddy used to be grown once are 

replaced with cardamom under A/nus(alder) trees of about 25 years in age conversion. 

This was done on account of poor paddy production, On the South west side above the 

road to Felling from Yuksom, there has been large scale landslide caused by construction 

of approach roa~ t~. the Rathong Dam site. The forest around Dubdi Monastery and above 

1800m contain of Castanopsis, Oaks, Laurel, Maple, Rhododendron with thick under 

growth ofMaling bamboo, Rebus, Daphne, Symplocos, Eurya, Viburnum ferns, etc. 

Historical Importance. Yuksom is regarded as the first capital of Sikkim. From 

Yuksom if one walks for 15 minutes he will be in Norbugang where one can see a Royal 

sear in stone masonry where the crowning ceremony of the first Chogyal, Dharma Raja 

of Sikkim took place under guidance of Lhotsum Chhenbo a Tibetan priest from Tibet. 

It has also the distinction of having the oldest monastery, Dubdi. 

Folk Belief. Yuksom is endowed with rich natural beauties. The Famrang Fall 

on the entry from Tashiding and view of Kanchendzonga while entering from Felling 

side are attractive sites for outsiders as well as the locals. The snowclad Fandim 

· mountains on its North looks like the shining crown on its head. There are two holy lakes, 

Kathok within Yuksom and another Khecheopalri some distance away form Yuksom 

which sanctifies the whole region. There is belief of the people that the Khechopalri was 

once in Yuksom itself as the female consort of Kathok but on account of neglect and 
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pollution by the pe?ple it shifted to its present position. The depression with opening is 

still there on South West of Yuksom Bazaar indicating the old site of its existance. How 

far this belief if true is not easy to ascertain. It remains a folk lore. 

Besides these, rich forest surround th.e upper boundary which goes right up to 
' 

alpine region. These have been the source of clean water in the various rivers and streams 

that flow through Yuksom. Under the cool shades of these forest and in the folds ofthese 

Himalayan mountain rich treasure of forest products other than timber are available that 

are so important to sustain the life system. They consist ~f bamboos, broomstick grass; 

fruit trees,. buds, leaves, flowers, valuable medicinal plants, mushrooms, ferns, natural 

decoratives, etc. There are a large number of plants in Yuksom that are important· 

medicines which are used by local people even to cure serious diseases, sprains, cuts and 

fractures etc. 

The language specialists deserve special thanks by giving the names of different 

species in their own languages. The names of each languages specialist is given against .. 
the following languages :- Limbu (Lm) Sri Man Bahadur Subba of Topsing, Sri H.B. 

Khamdak, Limbu teacher of Yuksom High School, Sri Sanchabir Subba of Khyongtey 

village. Bhutia (SkBh) :- Sri Sonam Wangdi of Yuksom. Lepcha (Lp) :- Sri Sonam 

Tshering Leptha of Yuksom and Sri Motey Lepcha of Khyongtey village. Gurung (Gn) 

:- Megraj Gurung, President Simmik Gurung (Tamu) Youth Association, . Sherpa (Sh) 

Phurbu Sehrpa. Shri SD Lama (IF'S) provided most researched data as presented in this 

section of this chapter. 

Sikkim Biodiversity and Ecotourism rece1ves support from the collaborating 

institutions and communities, donations and grants obtained :from the United States 

Agency for International Development including support :from the Biodiversity 

Conservation Network (a programme of the Biodiversity Support Program, a consortium 

of World Wildlife Fund, the nature conservancy and the World Re.sources Institute), and 

the Bureau of Humanitarian Response. This project is a collaboration of the Mountain 

Institute (USA), G.B. Pant Institute of Himalayan Environment and Development. The 

travel Agents Association of Sikkim and the Green Circle. 
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Non-Timber Forest Products Uses 

In the past when communication was difficult, people depended for their 

requirement of food, fuel, fibre, fruits and medicines on these products called Non 

Timber Forest Products (NTFP). Bamboos and canes were used commonly by local 

people for construction of bridges across various hill streams as the only means of 

communication. The section aims in bringing out the various non timber forest products, 

identify them with the help of local people in their own languages and its underlying 

importance as essential commodities of our life system, so that awareness is created for 

their propagation and preservation. A total of 72 NTFPs of Yuksom are described under 

the following headings :-

1. Bamboos 

Though there are more than 10 varieties of bamboo in Yuksom, of which 

descriptions of only 8 varieties of economic importance are given here. Most of the 

bamboos are cultivated except Niglo, Gopey and Maling. The Pareng bamboo though 

cultivated, is also found in village forest and government forest. Some carrier items made 

of out of bamboo stripes are shown at Figure 5.4. 

2. Amliso (Broom Grass) 

Though Government had also supported its extension through social forestry 

scheme and people also had necessary will to plant this grass as cash crop for its 

broomstick, but its slide in price from 1997's harvest of January-February has seriously 

affected the interest of the growers. However, the value of this grass as cattle fodder and 

soil stabiliser should not be lost sight of 

3. Fruits, Berries etc. 

Trees in forest as well as on own land offer a variety of fruits not only to human 

beings as nutritional diet but they are good source of food for wild life as well as birds. 

Some of them happen to be good medicines also. Some 23 fruits. bearing trees are 

described in this report. 



Figure 5·4 

Bamboo-madQ. S'eptu, Wood.-madcz Septu. 

Chappani mad~-up of bamboo stripes 
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4. Buds-Young Shoots and Leaves 

There are a number of trees in forest whose young shoots, leaves and flowers are 

eaten as vegetable or made into pickle. Some of them also are sources of medicine. Six 

plants are described under this section. 

5. Medicinal Plants 

Although host of plants available in Yuksom and around are used by local people 

practitioner (Bijuwa or Baidya) of herbal medicines, only 13 important plants of Yuksom 

which either are used in local herbal medicine or some of their efficacious are not known. 
' 

However, the idea of giving detailed use of these plants under Ayurved or .Unani is to 

create awareness about these valuable species about which many are unaware. The details 

of medicinal plants are enumerated in another section ofthis chapter. 

6. Decoratives 

Natural forests are source of varieties of natural attractive materials in the form of 

decoratives. Roots of plants, dry flower, capsules, dry, mushrooms cones of conifers, 

leaves of fern, fern shoots, seeds of 'totala' all go to form decoratives of all designs and 

imaginations. In Yuksom nothing is done in this field. 

7. Mushrooms 

The local. people collect and eat about 11 varieties of mushrooms in Yuksom. 

Except one, all are found on natural dead wood during rains. Only eight varieties are 

described under this chapter. 

8, Diplazium (Ningro) 

Good quantity of Diplazium (Ningo) comes to market during rains. Many directly 

collect and take the young shoots of fern as good vegetable, Three varieties of Ningros 

are described here. They form' important vegetables for the local people. 

9. Yams 

Forest have a number of dioscoreas which provide food to people through their 

yams. Only one variety i.e. Dioscorea (Ban Tarul) is collected from 'forest. The other 

dioscorea that is D. bulbifera (Ghar Tarul) is cultivated in lower zones upto lOOOm. The 

first one only is described. 

10. Fibres 
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Argeli ( Edgeworthia) and Lokhtey (Daphne) are two plants widely used by locals 

for making fibre materials. These plants especially Argeli grows abdundantly in and 

around Yuksom. 

DESCRIPTION, HABITAT AND NTFP USES 

Bamboos 

(a) Dendrocalamus sikkimensis- Bhalu Bans, Dhiri Bans, Dhungra Bans (Np), Patek pu 

(Lp), Hang bha (im), dhungsing (Bh), Patep (Sp), Ngugma (Tb), Rein Rama (Gu). 

Description : Very large and handsome bamboo growing in the lower hill valley upto 

1800m. Density tufted, evergreen culns erect 25-30 m high. Internodes 35-50 em, 

diameter 15-20 em. 

Habitat It is available in Yuksom upto 1800m. 

Uses : T~e local people use it for carrying water, churning milk to make butter milching 

bucket etc. The Sherpas call it Tolang. It is also split and used for making walls, partition 

of houses and shades, floors and fencing of garden. ·Pictures drawn on small pieces can 

form good decorative pieces. Local artisan could be trained on this art which may 

become good source of income through sale to tourists. 

(b) Dendrocalamus hamiltonii. Tama or Choya bans (Np ), Y ekyot-pao (Lp ), Dheybha 

(Lm), Chhasing (Bh)Rie(Gu). 

Description : It is the most common tufted forest bamboo. The culms grow upto 24m 

high with 10-18cm diameter. Intermodes are 30-50cm. The culms have thick walls when 

old. The lower parts are glaubose. 

Habitat The bamboo is found naturally occurring in village forest and (!lso cultivated in 

the village upto 1730m in Khoyngtey above Yuksom bazaar. 

Uses : Its bigger culms are used as water-conduit, water carrying vessels called Dhiri. 

Matured culms are used for construction of houses for structural purpose and as fencing 

material. Its bigger internodes ate made into beer jug called Tongba. Young shoots are 

extensively collected in July-August and eaten as vegetable or made into pickles. Semi

fermented tama is sold in the market as "meso". It can be preserved and used in off 

season to add flavour and taste to curry. Very good bending cane is extracted from outer 

layer ofthis bamboo which is locally called choya, hence, the name choya bans. This also 
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forms good raw material for paper pulp. Also these bamboos can be made into decorative 

pieces. The leaves form good fodder for cattle. 

(c) Dendrocalamus hookeri. Chilley Bans (Np ), Pata (Lp ), Rein Pochoarey (Gn). 

Description: Tufted culms 18 to 20m, internodes 45 to 50 em, diameter 7.5-12cm. Stem 

bright green smooth, young ones covered with brown hairy sheaths gradually narrowed 

from a broad based to a truncate at top. 

Habitat : This bamb<?o is cultivated quite extensively in Yuksom for use in various 

constructional purposes upto 1750m. 

Uses: Used in wall and roof structures, fencing support ot squash etc. The shoot is bitter 

hence not eaten. However, some villagers boil and throw the water and eat the shoot as 

vegetable, like that of D.hamiltonii. 

(d) Arundinaria hookeriana, Pareng (Np ), Pagjiok po (Lp ), Parangma (Lm), Paran (SK, 

Bh) Chyoba rien (Gn). 

Description : Medium sized tufted bamboos with glaucous stem, Culms 4 to 1Om, 

internodes 20-30cm, diameter 20 -40mm. 

Habitat : Between 1200m to 2100m in village forest as well as reserved forest in 

Yuksom. 

Uses : It is· used for making mats, roofing materials for houses shades, baskets of various 

sizes winnowing tray etc. Roofs are also built with short splits of this bamboo. The shoots 

from the villagers own field are taken as vegetable. 

(e) Arundinaria intermedia.Niglo (Np), Parmiok (Lp), Thing mey (Lm), Barming (Sk, 

Bh), Thing ningma (Sh), Reen chetowa (Gu). 

Description: Small thin bamboo. Height 2.5-3.5m internode 12-25 mm. 

Habitat: They ~e found on dry slopes ofvillage forest between 1200m to 2100m. 

Uses : It is used for making mC~;tS, baskets, house tieing by its cane etc. 

(f) Arundinaria racemosa, Malingo (Np), Mikla (Lm), Phiung (Sk, Bh), Ningma (Sh), 

Phylum, Pervok (Lp ), Rien chayba (Gn). 

Description : It is the most common bamboo of the forest of Yuksom, grows 

gregariously,single stemmed, 3-10m high wi~h internodes 30-35 em. Its diameter is J5-

40mm. 

Habitat : 1850m upward upto 2750m in forest ofYuksom. 
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Uses : It is extensively used for making roofing mats, basket fencing, walking stick and 

flute. The splitted pieces are used in reinforcement of wall. Villagers are seen collecting 

this bamboo in two bundles of30 each with 3:0m length for above purpose from forest. 

·(g) Bamboosa nutans, Mala bans, Mahlu (Np ), Multapha (Lm), Thuysing (Sk,Bh) Lee 

malu po (Lp), Malarien (Gn). 

Description : Large, graceful bamboo, stem solitary grows upto a height of 6-20m. 

internode 30-60cm, 5-12 em diameter, wall thick, 300-1550m. 

Habitat : It is. cultivated extensively below the road to Felling from Yuksom, at an 

altitude of 13 OOmm. 

Uses : Since this bamboo has hardwood, it is used for structural purposes such as poles, 

support for shuttering in building construction. Many split this bamboo and use it as 

reinforcement in cement or earth plastered house in the villages. Also used for making 

basket. Buddhists use this bamboo as prayer flagstaffs. 

(h)Cephalostachium capitatum, Gopey bans (Np ), Yuem (Lm), Pangrim (Sk,Bh), 

Peyong (Lp ), Rein Kayey (Gn). 

Description : It is gregarious, densely branching, more or less scandent, culms 3, 5-lOm, 

yellow internodes 60-90 long, 25-40 mm diameter. Leaves pale green ovate-lanceolate 

blade 15-20 em. 

. Habitat : It has the highest range of occurrence starting at 600 to 2400m in Sikkim. 

Plants are found scattered in steep slopes in village forest in lower zone and in Reserved 

Forest at higher reaches. 

Uses : The leaves are excellent fodder. Culms are used by Lepchas for making bows and 

arrows. The internode also makes good flutes. The locals use the bamboo for making 

straw for drinking local beer (Chhang). 

Bamboo Flowering : almost all the species of bamboo flower gregariously followed by 

its death. The profuse seeds that fall after flowering regenerates in the entire area 

provided it is not damaged by fire. Different bamboos flower at various intervals varying 

between 12 years to 25 years. 

Broom Grass 

(a) Thysanolacna maxima - Amliso (Np), Setlu(Lm), Passeam (Sk,Bh)Passeor (Lp), 

Chakusey (Sh), Burdhun (Gn). 
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Qescription : A very large glabrous grass growing upto 1-4 m high, diameter of the stem 

upto 12 mm. Leaves broad flat 60-40 em by 5-10 em coriaceous, tapering to a fine point. 

It has typical dented mark across the leafblade at 2/3rd its length. The panicles which are 

0.4 -1.2mlong from the broomstick. 

Habitat : Grows in the sub-tropical Himalayas from plains to 2000 m altitude. It is 

extensively planted in the hills in waste land and as inter-crop in agroforestry system and 

also on edges of terraces. In lower villages the amliso is cutivated for tpe last 4-5 years 

in small areas and on edges of terraces with government incentives. 

Uses : The inflorescence produces the soft broom for cleaning the floors. The leaves 

serve :as very good fodder for the cattle especially during the lean period. The stick are 

used as fuel wood after drying. 

The following table gives the per hectare production of broom stick, green fodder 

and drystick as per study conducted in Karmat village at 600 m altitude in of Darjeeling 

District (Lama 1998 (75) :-

Age Dry App Green App Dry App perha Fodder 

(year) Broom Value fodder value stick value value for cattle 

(kg) (Rs) (Kgs) (Rs) (Kg) (Rs) (Rs) 

1.5 676 6780 7040 3520 313 313 10593 141 

2.5 1099 10990 12400 6200 708 708 17898 248 

3.5 1553 15530 11800 5900 605 605 22035 236 

4.5 882 8820 9640 4820 388 388 14028 193 

5.5 595 5950 7240 3620 215 215 9785 145 

From 'the above table it transpires that with every year the crop production starts falling 

from 3. 5 years onwards. This calls for application of fertilizer and replacement of old 

clumps by new vigorous seedlings. 
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Fruit Bearing Trees 

(a) Castanopsis hvstrix Patle Katus (Np), Chestnut (Eng), Seybheuengma (Lm), Sumsi 

(Sk, Bh), Kushukung (Lp ), Kasing (Gn) Kasyopot (Sh). 

Description : Generally medium sized tree rarely large size, young shoots pubescent, 

leaves thinly coriaceous entire sometime serrate near the apex long acuminate. Blade 10-

20 em. Flower March~ April, Fruits October-December. 

Habitat : Occurs quite gregariously in upper hill forest of Yuksom between 1800 m to 

2450 m altitude. 

Uses : The seeds are available at an interval of 3-4 years and are collected by villagers 

either for sale or for consumption. The dry leaves are collected for making bedding of 

cattle and form very good compost. 

(b) Castanopsis tribuloids Musre Katus (Np ), Khechingsey (Lm), So key kap (Sk,Bh), 

Kushu nok (Lp ), Seshy (Sh). 

Description : This . is a middle sized rarely large tree. Stem rough, irregular, bark 

grayish. Leaves thinly coriaceaous, entire sometime serrate near the apex, lanceolate, 

long acuminate. Blade 10-20 em upper side glabrous, underside pale or reddish 

sometimes pubescent. Spikes are upto 25 em long spikes upto 1 Omm ·long, usually on 

short . ridges, often stellate on branches. Nuts 1-3 glabrous when mature, cotyledons 

ruminated flowers in March-April Fruits in October-December. 

Habitat : It is found gregariously growing near the Forest Rest House in Yuksom and 

around and below Dubdi Monastery. 

Uses : Same as C. hystrix 

(c) Quercus pachvphvlla , Sungurey Katus (Np ), Mikthumba (Lm), Den (Sk, Bh), 

Songpang-kung, Sarob-kung, Sri-Kung (Lp) Oak (Eng). 

Description : Large sized trees with spreading crown. Leaves entire, acuminate, glabrous 

above with minute stellate hairs. Leaves 12 to 20 em long. Flower in June-July. Fruits 

in November in clusters with thick cover, covering nuts more than half it portion. 

Habitat: Grows between 1830 to 3000 m along with patley Katus, Buk, Maple and laurel 

and in upper zone with rhododendron. 

Uses : The nuts are found and dried and made into flour out of which bread used to be 

made. in the past as per version of old people. Bears enjoy the acorns for whic)l they 
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break branches and make temporary abode at the top. The bark and acorns are used as 

astringents in Sikkim. Similar use is made from the bark and acorns of Quercus 

semicarpifolia another oak that occurs in the hills between 1830 to .2450 m its leaves are 

broader and silvery underneath with prominent lateral nerves. 

(d) Junglans regia, Okhar (Np), Khese (Lm), Taga (Sk,Bh), Kalkung, Kowal (Lp), 

Kotachi, Kolpot (Sh), Kado (Tam). 

Description : Large deciduous aromatic tree, young shoots tomentose. Batk grey deeply 

fissured vertically. Blaze red brown. Leaves imparipinnate, leaflets 5-13 sub-sessile, 

opposite or nearly so, usually entire, serrate in seeding stage. Flower March-April, fruits 

Sep-Nov with hard shells. 

Habitat : Middle hill forest between I OOOm to 2000m mostly in depression also cultivate 

in private land and cardamom field in Y oksom. 

Uses: (i) Bark- used as an anthelminitic and detergent. 

(ii) Leaves - Astringent and tonic. Its decoction is specific in strumous 

sores. Also anthelmentic Bark and leaves are used in herpes, eczema, 

scrofula and syphilis. Externally the infusion is used as an application 

for skin eruptions, ulcers, etc. 

(iii) Vinegar of pickled young fruits make effective gargle for sore 

throats. The oil from kernel is applied externally to cure troublesome 

skin diseases of leprous type. Kernels are also used by some to cure . 

heart burn, colic and dysentery. In Yuksom fruits are sold in the market. 

(e) Machilus odoratissima Lalikaulo (Np)Sapsing (Lm), Phamlex (Sk, Bh), 

Rohunkung (Lp), Olglya, Kansindu (Gn). 

Description : Medium sized tree. Bark rough brown, thin, blaze reddish while inside, 

Leaves glabrous, dark green shining above, pale beneath, lanceolate-ovate or slightly 

ovate. Midrib very prominent on the under surface, aromatic scented sc.ented. Flower 

March-May, sepals glabrous, fruit October-December. 

Habitat : Hill forests of Sikkim between 1500 m to 2150 m altitude in association with 

oak, maple, magnolia, etc. 
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Uses : Mature fruits are collected from ground and the outer pulp eaten like that of 

Machilus edulis. Leaves are good fodder for cattle, but it should not be allowed to be 

lopped as this will hamper the growth of the tree. 

(f) Machilus edulis Lapche Kawla (Np), Phumsey (Lm), Pamshi (Sk, Bh), Phumkung 

(Lp). 

Description· : Large sized tree. Bark brown with prominent lenticels, bole cylindrical. 

Leaves glabrous above tomentose beneath Blade 12-30 em. Young leaves densely 

pubescent. Main veins prominent beneath. Flowers May, fruit January -March, size 

upto 3.5 em diameter. Fruiting at 3-4 years interval. 

Habitat: Middle to upper hills 1220m to 2400m. Also cultivated in Yuksom. 

Uses : Fruits are cured for some days in earthen pits and the pulp eaten after kneading. 

They are also sold in the market. Leaves are good fodder for cattle. 

(g) Quercus lineata, Phalant (Np ), Srising (Sk,Bh), Sri Kung (Lp ). 

Description : Large sized trees. Bark grey brown with rough spots. Leaves 

ovatelanceolate serrulate on the upper half glaucous beneath. Capsule shallow 25 mm 

diameter surrounded by thin lamellae. Flower April-May, fruits September-October. 

Habitat: Upper hill forest of Sikkim 1850-2700 mm. Also in forest ofYuksoni. 

Uses: Acorns good food for bears. 

(h) Prunus nepalensis Arupate (Np ), Khamkin (Sk, Bh), Tukporuynok (Lp ). 

Description : Bark dark brown with horizontal lenticels. Leaves with acute or rounded 

base. Serrate margin, acuminate young leaves pinkish to light . green appearing in 

February-March, fruit May-June. 

Habitat : Yuksom forest above 1800m. 

Uses : The outer thin pulp turns black when ripe and are edible. Birds also devour the 

fruits 

G) Cinnamomum impressinen,ium, Sis (Np ), Slothkung (Lp ). 

Description : Medium sized tree. Bark brown, blaze scented. Leaves opposite, 

triplinerved, shining above p~e beneath small, veins deeply impressed on the upper side. 

Aromatic small when crushed in July, fruits in December. 

Habitat : From middle to upper hill growing in second storey . Occurring between 

1220m-1830m in Yuksom forest. 
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Uses : Fruits mature in December. They are collected :from ground and the outer bark 

rubbed and washed. The seeds are fried and eaten. The ripe :fruits attracts birds like 

maina, parakeet, grey pigeon, green pigeon etc. to the hills during winter. 

(k) Spondias axillaris, Lapsi (Np ), Silotk;ung (Lp ), Phindruksa (Lm), Lingsu (Sk, Bh), 

Phalaan (Gn). 

Description : A tall evergreen tree. Bark brown or reddish peeling off in long flakes. 

Leaflets 6-8 pairs , opposite, or nearly so, ovate lanceolate, acuminate, in old trees entire 

in young trees, serrate 7-12 em long, petiole 6 mm long. Flowers in April, :fruit ripens in 

December. Drupes around 25-30 mm long yellow when ripe. 

Habitat: In Yuksom it grows between 800-1400m. 

Uses : The ripe :fruits are eaten as such or made into pickle. Out of pulp 'Titora' a dry 

pickle is also made. The :fruits are sold in the market in Yuksom. 

(1) Elaeocarpus lanceae(aius, Bhadrase (Np ), Pego lechey (Lm), Khasyamkeon (Sk,Bh), 

Zeerkung, Sakyu kung (Lp ). 

Description : Large sized tree with dark brown bark. Leav~s lanceolate, thinly coriaceous 

narrowed into a short petiole. Secondary nerves 6-12 pairs joined by intramarginal veins. 

Old leaves red. Flower spikes pendent. Flower April-May, :fruit September, ellipsoid 

30mm long. 

Habitat: Yuksom forest above 1830m to 2450 m 

Uses : ~The :fruits are edible. The stones are often collected :from the ground left by deer 

after regurgitation or after the outer mesocarp is rotten. The kernels are extracted by 

breaking these stones and eaten. 

(m) Bassi butvracea. Chewri (Np), Imsekwa (Lm), Neorchung (Sk,Bh), Yelkung (Lp), 

Chuna Phala (Gn). 

Description : Large sized evergreen tree. Bark light grey, blaze pink and white, streaky 

with a few drops of milky juice. Leaves clustered near ends of branches. Coriaceous, 

ovate or ovate -oblong. Blade 15 to 30 em petiole 25-38 mm. Flower December

January :fruits May-June fleshy. 

Habitat : Lower hills of Yuksom on rocky and dry slopes ascending upto 1200 m. One 

tree was observed at 1775 min Yuksom lopped for fodder. 
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Uses : Fruits are eaten. The seeds yield white vegetable butter. This butter is eaten by 

villagers as vegetable oil. This is also sold in the market. The leaves offer good fodder 

for cattle during lean period. This is a good species to rehabilitate drier, rocky hill slopes. 

(n) Litsaca citrata Siltimur (Np), Warekpa (Lm), Nanghri (Sk,Bh), Tanghercher kung, 

Samkung (Lp), Dom (sh). 

Description : Small tree of plains and hills, bark smooth, whitish brown, green on the 

large branches. Leaves membranous 10-18 em long, lenceolate, fresh bright green above, 

dull glaucous beneath. The whole plant has delightful fragrance of oranges. Flowers 

December-February, Fruits March-May. 

Habitat : Occurs in sub-Himalayan tract from plains to hills upto 2700m. Common in 

Yuksom. 

Uses : The local people use the fruit (dried) for nausea and giddiness. The old people 

have seen wine distilled out of its fruits and used in gastritis. In the past as per local 

people, oil was also extracted for cooking. The fresh fruits are made into pickles. 

(o) Evodia (raxini(olia Khanakpa (Np), Khunu (Sk,Bh), Kunu (Lp). 

Description : A moderate sized strongly aromatic tree. Bark smooth light grey with 

horizontallenticels. Leaves glabrous, leaflets 3-6 pair 10-22 em long, oblong-lanceolate, 

acuminate, sometime slightly crenulate, base often oblique. Flower May-June. Fruits 

October-December. Inflorescence stout. Young shoot, leaf rachis and fruits are red. 

Habitat: In Yuksom it is found between 1200m to 2100m. 

Uses: The fruits are used in pickles. Also used as medicine for dysentery. 

(p) Zanthoxvlum acanthopodium Timur (Np ), Midhing (Lm), Timbur (Sk,Bh), 

Nangryupot (Lp), Yarma (Sh). 

Description : An erect shrub 1.2 to 3.0m high with stem upto 7.5 em diameter. Young 

glabrous or shortly pubscent. Stem and branches armed with conical prickles. Bark 

greenish ashy, smooth, with numerous pale circular raised lenticels. Blase greenish . The 

whole plant is very aromatic. Leaves imparipinnate, 11-25 em long rachis with 

faliaceous green wing upto 5mm broad. Rachis and midrib usually armed with straight 

prickles. Leaflet 5-13, sub equal 3.8 to 7.5 em long oblong, lanceolate or the basal pair 

often ovate acute, serrate with a bland at the base of each tooth. Main lateral nerves 

distinct 10-20 pairs. Flowers in June and fruit September -Novermber. 
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Flower March-April, fruit August-September. Fruit nearly globose when ripe 20 to 30 

mm dia, crowned with base calyx. 

Jiabitat: in Sikkim 800 m to 2400 m. Abundant around Yuksom. 

Uses : The fruits are crushed, juice extracted under pressure and boiled to get an extract, 

locally called' chook' which can be preserved for years and used as medicine for 

. dysntery. The fruits are.also preserved in the form of pickles. 

(t) Rhus semialata Bhakimlo (Np), Essebha (Lm), Tyoga sing (Sk,Bh), Tanghir Kung 

(Lp ), Ritchi (Sh), Khyuba phala (Gn). 

Descripti.on : A middle sized deciduous tree. Bark grey with numerous reddish brown 

lenticels. Blaze with white sticky milky juice. Banches, petioles, underside of the leaves 

and inflorescence clothed with short. soft brownish grey pubescence. Leaves pinnate 

leaflet 4-6 pairs, opposite dentate, lateral sessile. Flower paleyellow green. Flowers in 

June-October, fruit October-December. 

Habitat : Outer Himalayan Ranges grows between 900 to 1850 m very common on old 

cultivation and often occurring near forest boundaries quite common in Yuksom. 

Uses :: The small seeds are very sour and eaten to cure dysentery. The seeds are crushed 

and 'chook' is made out of this to be used as medicine to cure dysentery by local people. 

· (u) Citrullus colocenthes, Indrenni (Np). 

Description : Large deciduous climber. The stem is about 40mm dia. Distinct node is 

formed at every point from where the old branches have fallen. Distinctly striate stem. 

Branchlets zigzag with alternate leaf Leaf deeply palmately lobed. Top lobe in the form 

ofminarette. Base cordate. Size 10-18 em long by 7-15. Fruit ripens in Nov-Dec globose 

7.5 to 10 em dia bright red in colour making itself prominent wherever it occurs. 

Habitat : It is abundantly available in Yuksom. One climber was found near the Forest 

Rest House in Yuksom. One Gurung family has also cultivated Indemni in his field for 

fruit. 

. Uses : The red fruit when ripe becomes very soft. The inner pulp is yellow in which black 

seeds of the shape of pumpkin seed but double its thickness are found. These seeds are 

washed in water duly rubbed with ash so that the bitter taste of the pulp is not left in seed. 

The seeds are then fried in pan or karai and eaten. It is oily and very tasteful. It is also 

said to be of mecininal value requiring investigation. 
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(v) Pyrularia edulis, Amphi (Np), Toktor kung (Lp). 

Description : Small or middle sized tree. Bark thin greenish grey. Leaf buds with white 

silky scales. Leaves elongate elliptic. Blade 12 to 18 em with acute base. Glabrous 

Flowers March-May, Fruit July-October. 

Habitat : This tree can grow between 600-1800mm. One tree is on way to Dubdi 

Monastery from Yuksom at 1750m. 

Uses : The fruit is pear shaped tasting like guava. The globose inner stone has wax in its 

kernel which bums like candle. Old people of Yuksom had the expe~ence of using this 

for lighting purpose in their hous~ in the past. 

(w) Rubus ellipticus. Aselu(Np), Tumse (Lm), Chilum (Sk,Bh), Khaseemjeeo (Lp), 

Nangyan(Sh), Paula (Gn). 

Description : A large shrub with' long trailing angular branches. The branches and 

petioles are covered with dense brown bristles without glands. Stout hooked prickles on 

branches petioles and midrib. Leaflets three sometimes only one, almost coriaceous, 

broadly elliptic or ovate, obtuse or shortly acuminate, densely clothed beneath with soft 

grey pubescence. Flowers white in Feb-March, fruit in April-May yellow. 

Habitat: In wasteland open forest from 1000-2200m in Yuksom. 

Uses: The fruits are edible. Can be made into jam. They are also good food for birds. 

(x) Rubus niveusb, Kalo Ghyampey Asilo(Np), Patangwa (Lm), Rungkong Jeeo(Lp), 

Theba Panla(Gn). 

Description : A straggling thorny shrub with purplish stem. Silky mostly grey pubescence 

on branchlets, leaves and inflorescence small conical prickles on branches and petioles. 

Leaflets 1 or 2 pairs, membranenous deeply incised-serrate often slightly lobed generally 

ovate acuminate. Petal pink. Flower May-July, fruit June-October. Oblong red edible. 

Habitat: Available in waste land and openings of forest in Yuksom. 

Uses: Berries are edible. 

Buds, Young Shoots and Leaves 

(a) Heptapleurum impressum. Chinde(Np), Sang (Lm), Jaysing (Sk,Bh), Sang Jam Kung 

(Lp), Khaareydhum (Gn). 

Description : Large tree. Leaves digitable. Leaflets lanceolate entire, those on young 

trees often distantly serrate, upper side shining, the nerves impressed, underside softly 
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stellate-tomentose. Blade 15-25 em. Common petiole is 12-40 em. Flower May-Aug. 

Fruits September -December. 

Habitat : In Yuksom 1800 to 3000m. A lopped tree was observed on way to Dubdi at 

1750m. 

Uses: Young shoots make good vegetable and pickles. Leaves are also lopped for fooder. 

(b) Bauhinia vareigata. Koirala (Np ), Chirabey (Lm), Rhar Kung (Lp ), Reysing (Sk, 

Bh)Kroidhum (gn) .. 

Description : A deciduous Iriiddle sized tree. Bark grey with numerous grey lenticels. 

Blaze ·pink and white streaks. Leaves as long as broad 11-15 nerved. Flower February

April, white except for a purple patch on the standard petal., when tree is leafless. 

Habitat: In drier lower hills upto a height of600m in Yuksom. 

Uses : For local packing purposes. Young leaves and flowers-buds are quite in demand 

locally for their culinwr values. 

(c) Ficus infectoria. Kabra (Np ). 

Description : A large widely spreading deciduous fast growing tree With long young 

shoot~ that appears in February-March. The young shoots are covered with equally long 

membranous stipule. It is sometimes ephiphytic. Bark light grey and shiny. Leaves thinly 

coriaceous, glabrous, shining ovate-oblong shortly acuminate, margin undulate base 

acute, blade 7. 5 to 15 em petiole 2. 5-7.5 em long. 

Habitat: It is mostly cultivated in and around Yuksom. 

Uses : The shoots are made into pickle. It is also lightly boiled and dried and preserved to 

be added as souring agent to curry. The leaves form a very good fodder for cattle 

especially during lean period. 

(d) Laportia terminalts Patle sisnu (Np ), Sasungey (Lm), Sochya (Sk,Bh), Kunlobee 

(Lp), Sanyuma (Sh), Pocho Bhoarey (Gn). 

Description : A shrub upto 60 em high armed with stinging hairs specially on leaves and 

young shoots. 

Habitat : Very common in Yuksom. 

Uses : The young leaves and shoots that come up in March-April are boiled and eten as 

dal. Preferred for blood pressure patients. This is collected almost the whole year in 

Yuksom for vegetable: 
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(e) Girardinia Palmata Bhangre Sisnu (Np ), Hyagma (Lm), Dongey Sochya (Sk,Bh), 

Kaztobee (Lp), Lengochema (Sh), Pocho renga (Gn). 

Description : A tall coarse herb armed with long stout stinging hairs, leaves large broad 

cordate 'variously lobed, often palmately coarsely toothed. Stipules large. Flowers in 

July in higher altitude and August in lower altitude. 

Habitat : Grows densely in open areas and in moist places, as undergrowth. . Occurs 

between 1000 to 2500 m in Yuksom. 

Uses : The young shoots and flowers are boiled and prepared as soups-~- Preferred for 

blood :pressure patient. The bark gives good fibre for miling ropes, twine etc, and for 

coars~ cloth like gunny for making bags. The leaves and shoots are also boiled and fed to 

cattle and pigs. 

(f) Urtica spp, Gharia Sisnu (Np), Pangyokpa. (Lm), Milleryappa (Sk,Bh), Kaiyang (Lp), 

Sekcheme (Sh), Dhir pocho (Gn). 

Description : Dense shrubs, monoecius or dioecious pubescent, stinging hairs copious. 

Leaves ovate-cordate oblong or lanceolate serrate usually free. 

Habitat : From 1 OOOm to 2500m. Comes densely in open areas. Some villagers have 

cultivated in their field. 

Uses : The lower and young shoots are boiled and eaten by high blood pressure patients. 

The roots are ground and mixed with quartz stone dust,_ Harchur (Viscum articulatum) 

and root of chipley (Pouzolsia sp )and plastered to cure fractured bones. Leaves also 

boiled and fed to pigs. 

Decorative 

(a) ~ry mushroolll, Sukha Chew (Np). 

In natural forest btace like formation· of various shape, sizes and colour in dry condition 

are found either on dry branches or dead wood as natural show pieces or are painted and 

produced as attractive decoratives. They belong to poolyporacea or thyloporaceac group 

offungi. These are not collected in Yuksom. 

(b) Anaphalis triplinervis Bhukiphul (Np), Khawa Rang (Lm), Reep (Lp). 

Description : Stem rather stout often flexuous leafy and leaves beneath densely clothed 

with .while wool. Leaves 7.5 to 20 em ovate or elloptic oblong acute amplexicaul 3-5 
,, 

nerved cobwebby above. Head in 12 mm to 20mm dia in open or close corymb.-
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Habitat : These are found in open places in Yuksom. 

Uses : The flowers are collected dried and used as pillow stuff in villages. The dried 

flowers are used as decoratives in natural condition which last for about 2 years without 

deterioration. This is however, not collected by locals. 

(c) Anaphalis contoria Buki Phul (Np ). 

Description : Stem 15 to 60 em stout or slender branches prostrate or ascending leafy. 

Leaves both surface cottony 12 to 24mm very crowded. Narrowly linear or oblong and 

nerved. Head 5 mm dia. Subglobose in dense simple or lobed, contracted corymbose 

clusters. White or yellowish. 

Habitat: Available in the open areas afforest and outside in Yuksom. 

Uses: Flowers in dried condition collected and used as pillow stuffs. 

(d) Pollinia mollis (Erianthus), Memkesh (Np ), Yang (Sk,Bh), Parphek (Lp ). 

Description : Stem 30-90 em slender, tufted leafy chiefly at the base. Leaves narrowly 

lanceolate, sheath glabrous or ciliate. Spikes, 3-10, 2.5 to 5 em long crowded, flexuous, 

joints and pedicels slender beautifully silvery silky with very long hairs. Spikelets pale 

glume thin villous hairs much longer than itself lower half dark brown upper pale. 

Hooker described it as almost intermediate between pollinia and Erianthus. 

Habitat: Temperate Himalaya- Sikkim 1550m to 2450m. In Yuksom these are seen on 

rocky road cuttings, exposed rocks. 

Uses : The spikes in small bundle made beautifully bouquet of dry flowers that last for 

more than a year as decorative. But people here do not collect. 

(e) Moss,: Jhau (Np), Tamsung /Yangbew (Lm), Mamah (Sk,Bh), Amal-Sungphon (Lp), 

Jhyambo (Gn). 

Description: These are found attached on trees and on rocks in the forest ofYuksom. 

Uses : Moss is used mostly in nursery as moisture absorbent. Also used as decorative. 

(f) Lycopodium clavatum, Nagbelli (Np), Ghisingdermu (Lp), Sisingderma (Sk,Bh). 

Description : A trailing creeper growing in open areas on ground or rocks spreading with 

roots at every node. Stem green covered with dense thick spiny leaves all over except on 

the under surface. Spikes on the tips of each branchlets On maturity the spikes burst the 

powder like spores. 

Habitat: Growing on open areas between 1850 m to 2750m. 
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Uses : The· entire plant is collected for use as decoratives. The spores can be used for 

various purposes including powder. 

(g) Kalamay Uneu, Fern : Washeing (Lm), Chya Kim (Sk,Bh), Zeethung 

Krok/Purmulasong (Lp ). 

Description: These ferns grow in dense clumps with spreading branches and have 1-1.5m 

long woody stems. 

Habitat: It grows in the hills from 1650m-2450 min more or less open areas. A clump is 

seen near Dubdi Monastery. 

Uses : In the past writing pens were out made of stem. The ·stem can also be used as 

sticks in making 'Stools(Muras)'. The young shoots are collected in huge quantity from 

Drujeeling hills as decoratives. Here , this fern is not much in use. 

Mushrooms 

There are 106 varieties of edible mushrooms in India. Out of them about 11 edible 

varieties were seen in Yuksom. They not only form delicacies in food of local people, 

but are also a good source of nutrition. The following varieties are described here :-

(a) Agaricus silvaticus, Kalungey Cheu (Np),Peepath (Lm), Sangey Jhyamu (Sk,Bh). 

Description : With the onset of monsoon in May this particular mushroom starts 

appearing on ground in scattered groups. The pileus usually 3.5 to 10 em dia convex 

when young becomes flat when old. Upper surface whitish or brown. The stipe (stem) is 

3-12 em long 1-1.8cm dia. The villagers ofDosthang informed of having single variety 

known as ekley Kalungey which is 20-25 em diameter and 35-50 mm dia stipe and 20-30 

em high. 

Habitat: It is found in Yuksom upto 1300 m altitude. 

Uses: This is available for about two months in May and June. ·Local people call it poor 

man's meat because of its taste. The ekley variety is said to appear in September and 

October. One such mushroom is enough for a family of 6-7 members. 

(b) Pleurotus Sajor Caju, Kanney Cheu (Np ), Nak Thuk (Lm), Kayley (Sk), Tumung 

Darby (Lp ), Shyamu (Sh). 

Description : Sporophores are found growing in dead trees either fallen or standing 

.Specially on Dudhilo, Nebharo, Gobre, Saur and Khanankpa, Pileus kidney shaped. 

Some are round with short stalk white or grey 2.5 to 10 em dia. 
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Habitat : In natural forest 1500m to 2450m on dead wood. They are said to sprout 'after 

lightening during August -September.'· 

Uses : It is one of the most tasty mushrooms. In th~ past one could find about 5kg in one 

harvest. 

(c) Chipley Cheu (Np), Warreng Lemba (Lm), Ghetka Shyamu (Sk,Bh), Phukip Dur 

(Lp). 

Description : These mushrooms have their pileus 2 em to 3 em dia 2. 5 to 3 em stalk. · The 

top surface is glistening reddish with brown and with white margin. Since the mushioom 

is slippery, hence the name. They grow gregariously. on rotten stumps or logs during 

rams. 

Habitat: Available in the forest ofYuksom from 1500 to 2450m altitude. 

Uses: These are mostly collected as vegetable from rotten trees like sour and rani champ. 

(d) Jhari Cheu (Np). 

Description : With the monsoon this particular species of mushroom occur in abundance 

on humus in forest. Their colur is greyish white with pileus having 20mm maximum dia. 

Habitat: These occur in the hills above 1800 to 2000m in the natural forest ofYuksom. ·· 

Uses: Collected as vegetable. 

(e) Pleurotus ostratus, Syn Pleurtus salignus Chamrey (Np), Muya Lappa (Lm), 

Khomtu Shyamu (Sk,Bh), Kombu Dur (Lp ). 

Description : Sorophores growing on dead trunk of Tarsing or its branches. Whitish large 

tough when old Pelius 8-20 em or more broad spathulate to kdney shaped. White grey or 

sometime yellowish. Surface smooth, margin incurved. Stipe 1-3 em accentric or laeral 

0.5 to 2 em thick. 

Habitat : Found in forest of Yuksom. 

Uses : Tasteful when cooked though tough to chew. 

(f) Polvporous umbellatus Per Exfr, Syn, Boletus kumbellatus Pers, Grifola 

ramosissima Scop Ex. Murr, Polypilus Pers Exfr, Thankrey (Np ), Thukchuk, Shyamu 

(Sk,Bh). 

Description : Sporophores growing at the base of tree specially phalant (Q. lineata), 

stipitate 7-20 em india compound formed by a main stipe with numerous small branches 

each bearing a single centrally attached pileus arising from a sclerotiod base. Pileus 
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whitish to smoky brown small .round fleshy surface fibrillose or smooth stipe, white 

several stipe of the adjacent pilea united at the base to form a large clump. 

Habitat: High altitude mushroom found rarely above 2500m in the forest ofYuksom. 

Uses : This is also collected as vegetable. 

(g) Hieun Cheu (Np), Nang Nakthuk (Lm), .Khau Shyamu Sonangdur (Lp ). 

Description : This mushroom brown in colour grows profusely on dead woods of Asare, 

kaulo and other dead wood and also on ground after snowfall. Villagers are said to 

collect upto 50 kg in one season. 

Habitat : Above 2500m altitude after snowfall. 

Uses: Very popular vegetable for people in Yuksom. 

(h) Katusey Cheu (Np ), Singdambey (Lm), Sgey Jhamu (Sk,Bh), Kusue Dhur (Lp ). 

Description : This mushroom is found on dead and rotten Castanopsis tree for which the 

name is after this tree. 

Uses : This mushroom is quite tasteful and are collected during rains for vegetables. 

Diplazium (Fern Shoot, Ningro) 

(a) Diplazium polvpodiodes Mett, Sauney Ningro (Np). 

Description : The axis crrect, stout densely clothed at 'the crown with long brown, 

fibrilous scales, 25mm long, stipes densely tufted, stout green 30cm or more long, fronds 

90-120 em and wide, bipinnate with 8-9 primary pinnase on each side below the simple 

one. The lower ones generally distant. The upper surface looking coarse and pale green. 

Habitat : Most common fern in almost all moist and shady places and banks· of jhoras in 

Yuksom. 

Uses : The young shoots are covered with :fibrilous brown hair and they are popular 

vegetable during July-August (Saun). That is why it is called Saun Ningro. 

(b) Pahakhuttey (Np). 

Description : Caudex is short, leaves 0.5-l.Om long, fronds 0.3-2.5cm long, rachis 1-

6mm. Primary pinnae sub opposite to alternate upto 13 pairs, lower ones 7-18 em. 

Upper ones tapering 20-25mm. Baby plants develop like small knurled bulbs on the 

rachis in December. On maturity it drops on the ground and forms independent plant, 

normally 3 or 4 such plantlets are developed :from one mather plant. 

Habitat: It is found in shady and moist areas above 1750 min Yuksom. 
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Uses : The shoo~s are brought in large quantity in the market during August-September. 

This is a favourite vegetable of the people ofYuksom. 

(c) Kali Ningro (Np). 

Description : Caudex is drak brown about 7. 5 em dia and 15 em long with fibrous and 

long roots. The leaves look like that of Sauney but is light green in colour and soft in 

texture. The position of the secondary pinnae is alternate of sub-oppostie as against 

opposite of Sauney. 

Habitat: These are at altitude above 1750m injhoras and depres~ions. 

Uses : The young shoot~ which are dark green in colour have long white streak on the 

side. The shoot is bit slippery. 

Yams 

(a) Dioscorea hamiltonii, D.hookerii, Ban Tarul (Np). 

Description : A climber with angled glabrous stem, twining to the right. Leaves opposite 

on thicker stem often alternating towards the end. Bulbils abundant. Tubers long and 

deeply penetrating into the ground. Flesh white and edible. 
\ 

Habitat: Available in the private forest along the road to Tshong village. 

Uses : It is most esteemed among wild yams but it is difficult to dig. However, pits are 

dug upto 1.2m deep to extract the tuber. 

Fibre 

(a) Edgeworthia gardneri, Kagate or Argeli (Np), Dhenok (Lp). 

Description : A large shrub. Branches long scrambling. Leaves glaucous lanceolate 10-

18cm 2.5-4cm. Flowers in December-May in dense heads. Fruits June-September. 

Habitat : Local people use its bark for making paper and ropes for carrying loads and 

also for tying cattle etc. 

(b) Daphne camiabina , Kagatey or Lokhtey (Np ), Dhenok (Lp ). 

Description : It grows upto 4m height. Bark & shoot, rough scaly. Branches horizontal 

and drooping, dense. Leaves dark shining green, veins invisible on upper surface. Lower 

surface pale green. Flower in Dec-Feb white with pink tinge, fruits July, red in colour. 

Habitat: It is available in Yuksom above 1850m upto 2500m. 

Uses : Its bark also is used locally for ropes only. This however, has potential as raw 

material for paper along with Edgeworthia. 
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Suggestions 

(a) The potential for on-farm cultivation ofNTFPs which are of economic importance to 

people and involve villagers also for its propagation specially those medicinal plants that 

· are getting rare and extinct be exploited. 

(b) Collection and sale should be encouraged for cultivated itemsand those allowed from 

wild on sustainable basis only. 

(c) Research needs to be conducted to study the various uses ofNTFP not covered so far 

in other areas. 

(d) NTFP like 'tama' (Shoot ofbamboo) mushroom, ningro (Diplazium), Sisnu (nettles) 

and pickle could be served in local hotels as delicacies to popularise these products. 

Items like pickle can be sold also with local brand which can become a source of income 

for the local people. 

(e) NTFPs are resources to sustain local needs of life and it can also act as source of 

economic benefit to the local community. It has great potential but its sustainable harvest 

. strategy has to be developed. Therefore, community involved management and 

monitoring ofNTFP could be one approach followed at organisational levels. 
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